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Dear Sir/Madam
RE: NEW CITY PLAN, PLANNING PROPOSAL - AMENDMENTS TO KOGARAH
LOCAL ENVIRONMENT PLAN 2012
I write in response to the abovementioned draft Local Environment Plan exhibition. The
Department of Education and Communities (DEC) has reviewed the Draft LEP and objects
to proposed changes with respect to the zoning of its education infrastructure 'SP2
Infrastructure'.
The proposed land use zones allocated to school sites should be appropriately zoned under
the Department of Planning and Environment's LEP Practice Note PN 10-001, Zoning for
infrastructure in LEPs.
In addition, in line with the Practice Note, the LEP process should be used to remedy any
existing departures where schools were previously, and incorrectly, zoned 'SP2
Infrastructure'. Accordingly, any "existing 'special use' zones should be rezoned the same
as the adjacent land (if a prescribed zone)."
The Practice Note provides a clear rationale for the direction set in its guidance. This failure
should have been identified at the Gateway Stage. Allied to this there is no evidence that
the implications of this failure have been considered and no justification has been
presented.
The approach adopted by the Practice Note provides for greater flexibility and adaptive
management of land. It is understood that some Councils, for reasons unknown, are
concerned that education services will change unless the land is protected from
redevelopment and other uses. However, the Education Act 1990 means that the State
must ensure that every child receives an education of the highest quality. In other words,
DEC makes its decisions based on the requirement to meet the standards and objectives
set by Education Act and not what its infrastructure is zoned in a particular LEP.
Accordingly, the special use zoning, as proposed, only denies DEC the flexibility it needs to
deliver school infrastructure in an efficient and effective manner.

NSW Department of Education & Communities - Asset Management Directorate
Level 4. 35 Bridge Street Sydney NSW 2000 GPO Box 33 Sydney NSW 2001
T 02 9561 8000
vwAv.det.nsw.edu.eu

F 02 9561 8077

As you know State Environmental Planning Policy - Infrastructure (ISEPP) states that
"development for the purpose of educational establishments may be carried out by any
person with consent in a prescribed zone". Nonetheless, DEC requests that the range of
permissible uses in the applicable zones, for example R2 or R3, include educational
establishments. The intended effect would be to overcome poor drafting of the ISEPP to
allow the use of complying development provisions to be pursued when appropriate.
For ease of reference I attach a copy of the Practice Guidance and the ISEPP.
Finally, on a separate matter, DEC often has issues with new high rise development
immediately adjacent schools. It is preferred that buildings of more than four storeys are
avoided to lessen overshadowing impacts on schools and in some cases manage visual
privacy issues. We acknowledge that is many cases there is a design solution, however we
would request, that, depending site orientation and relationships, the Council considers
limiting height.
Please contact Cameron Judson, Statutory Planner on 9561 1246 or email
cameron.iudson2@det.nsw.edu.au should you require further information.
Yours Sincerely

John Neish
Director, Planning and Demography
April 2015
cc Diane Sarkies, Department of Planning and Environment
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Ref No.

PN 10-001 (supersedes and
replaces PN 08-002)

Issued

14 December 2010

Date

PN 06-002; PS 09-011

Zoning for Infrastructure in LEPs
The purpose of this practice note is to provide guidance to councils on zoning public infrastructure land in
standard instrument local environmental plans. It supersedes and replaces the previous LEP Practice
Note on this subject [LEP PN 08-002]. It also updates the information provided for Special Purpose 'SP'
zones in PN 06-002.
o water supply systems
• waterway or foreshore management
activities.

Introduction
State Environmental Planning Policy
(Infrastructure) 2007 (the Infrastructure SEPP)
was introduced to facilitate the delivery of
infrastructure across NpVV by improving
regulatory Certainty eind efficiency.
The Infrastructure SEPP, which came into effect
on 1 January 2008, has specific planning
provisions and development controls for 25
types (sectors) of infrastructure:
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air transport facilities
correctional centres
educational establishments
electricity generating works
electricity transmission and distribution
emergency services facilities
flood mitigation | n d bush.fire hazard
reduction
forestry activities
gas transmission arid distribution
health Services facilities
housing and group homes
parks arid Other public reserves
port, wharf and boating facilities
public administration buildings
rail infrastructure facilities
research stations
road and traffic facilities
sewerage systems
soil conservation works
stormwater management systems
telecommunications networks
travelling stock reserves
waste or resource management
facilities

Zoning public infrastructure
To complement the provisions of the
Infrastructure SEPP, this practice note provides
advice on zoning public infrastructure land when
a council is preparing a local environmental plan
(LEP).
A number of approaches have previously been
taken in zoning infrastructure land in LEPs.
These zoning methods often restricted new
infrastructure developments, redevelopment of
sites for alternative uses or disposal of surplus
public land.
The new zoning approach advocated here
provides greater flexibility and adaptive
management Of land used for the. provision of
public or private infrastructure, It moves away
from zoning infrastructure land as 'special gSe'
Or 'special purpose' zones, which previously
limited the ability of infrastructure providers to
respond to changing demographic trends and
provide the public with infrastructure and
services outside existing locations.

Matters to consider upfront
Prior to zoning infrastructure lahcj in new LEPs,
the following steps should first be taken:
n

Identify whether the infrastructure type is
covered in the Infrastructure SEPP, including

whether the SEPP provisions are associated
with public or private infrastructure.
° Identify whether the infrastructure is
currently operating or is no longer used;
whether the land is intended for other future
infrastructure purposes or whether the (and is
now considered to be surplus public land.
The Infrastructure SEPP identifies the
prescribed zones for various types of
infrastructure. This should act as a guide when
determining the choice of zone for particular
uses.
Follow the principles for zoning infrastructure
land in this practice note in sequential order,
selecting the most appropriate principle for the
land being zoned.

assist in the initial assessment the following
criteria should be used:
e is it 20 hectares or more in size; and/or
« does it provide a wide range of
facilities (meeting roOrns, halls, pool,
sports fields, tennis courts and the like)
that can also be used by the
surrounding community; and/or
* is it of regional significance (i.e. the
Only school servicing a large region),
4.

Where land is to be zoned SP1 Special
Activities or SP2 infrastructure:
- include flexible zone boundary
provisions where appropriate.
- use generic land use map annotations.

5.

Where surplus public land is currently
zoned 'special use';
- where a valid site compatibility
certificate exists, the land is to be
rezoned consistent with the certificate,
or
- the land should be rezoned as a
compatible land use, (e.tj. to a
prescribed zone).

6.

When preparing an LEP, avoid duplicating
provisions in the Infrastructure SEPP
(including those to manage impacts on
infrastrudture corridors),

Six principles for zoning
infrastructure
The following principles should be followed
when zoning infrastructure land in new LEPs.
1.

2.

3.

Where the infrastructure type is permitted
on all land in the infrastructure SEPP:
•# future infrastructure may be placed in
any zone
- existing 'special use' zones should be
reztined the same as the adjacent
zone
roads must be zoned.
Where the infrastructure type is only
permitted in certain prescribed zones in
the Infrastructure SEPP:
- provide for future infrastructure in
prescribed zones rather than special
use zones
- existing 'special use' zones should be
tezoned the same as the adjacent land
(if a prescribed zone)
- rezone land SP2 Infrastructure, if there
is no adjacent prescribed zone.
If currently zoned 'special use', the
following infrastructure land should remain
zoned for a 'special purpose';
- special purposes such as cemeteries,
sewage treatment plants, waste
disposal or landfill sites (rezone as
SP2 Infrastructure)
- strategic sites (rezone as SP2
Infrastructure)
large complexes (rezone as SP1
Special Activities).
It is anticipated that only a minority of
TAFEs and schools across NSW could be
considered a 'strategic site', however, to

Zoning principles explained
The infrastructure zoning principles are
explained here. The principles are intended to
support a zoning regime Which provides greater
flexibility and adaptive management of public
infrastructure land. Councils should also take
those zoning principles into account when
zoning land for private infrastructure or services.

Principle 1 - Zoning for infrastructure
that is permitted on all land
The Infrastructure SEPP identifies several types
of infrastructure activities undertaken by public
authorities that are permissible in all LEP zones,
irrespective of the LEP zoning.
This includes;
• roads and railway lines
» utility distribution networks such as electricity
lines, or gas, water and sewage pipelines
• Certain environmental management works
(e.g. bushfire management, flood mitigation,
waterway and foreshore works and soil
conservation works).

Principle 1.1 - Providing for future
infrastructure
'Special purpose' zones are not required in
LEPs to permit infrastructure that is already
permitted on all land through the Infrastructure
SEPP. It is not necessary for infrastructure types
to be listed separately in any zone as permitted
uses in the LEP zoning table if they are
automatically permitted through the
Infrastructure SEPP;

should consult with the relevant
Department of Planning Regional Office.
"

n

For private infrastructure, please see note in
Principle 2.1 regarding zoning provisions.
Principle 1.2 - Rezoning existing -special use'
zones
Fpr infrastructure or services prescribed in all
zones and those currently ?oned 'special use',
(e.g. roads, railway lines, substations, pipelines
etc), the appropriate adjacent land zone should
generally be used.
Applying the adjacent zone type to public
infrastructure land follows a basic planning
principle of aligning land uses, It is established
practice to refer to the zoning of adjoining land
when seeking to establish an appropriate zoning
for land. In many cases the infrastructure land
would have been zoned the same as the
adjoining land if it had not been used instead for
an infrastructure purpose.
This approach avoids the need for spot
rezonings when the infrastructure use expands,
ceases, is realigned or is downsized in the
future. It is preferable that the land use zone be
the same as the adjacent zoning, so that future
uses are compatible with existing surrounding
uses.
principle 1.3 - Roads must be zoned
Currently in many LEPs, roads are uhzoned. In
future, all land is to be zoned in LEPs, including
roads.
Roads should be zoned as outlined below.
•

Classified roads that pass through major
retail centres should be zoned using the
appropriate business zone for the
adjoining land. This provides a planning
framework for Considering potential
development over or below roads and on
footpaths.

«

Freeways, Tollways, Transitways,
National Highways and major roads
(carrying greater than 40,000 vehicles per
day) outside of major centres may be
zoned SP2 Infrastructure. Other regional
roads may be appropriate for an SP2
zoning, e.g. Pacific Highway. Councils

Outside major centres, roads that carry
less than 40,000 vehicles per day should
generally be zoned the same as the
adjoining 1land.
All other roads should be zoned in
accordance with the adjoining land. This
avoids the need for spot rezonings where
the roads are closed, or where the
alignment of the roads changes, which
can commonly occur in rural and release
areas.

In cases where a road forms a boundary
between zones:
the whole of the road should be zoned the
same zone (i.e. the zone boundary should
not run down the middle of the road); and
wherever possible, the zone applied
Should be the same as that applied to
adjoining land, and which provides for a
range of land uses to assist with flexibility
in land use planning.
An assessment should be made on a case by
case basis Using the information provided, to
determine the appropriate zoning for an
unzoned road.
Principle 2 - Zoning for infrastructure
that is permitted only In prescribed
zones
'Prescribed zone' is a reference to the standard
zones in the Standard Instrument (Local
Environmental Plans) Order 2006 (the Standard
Instrument) which have been nominated as the
zones where certain types of infrastructure are
permitted under the Infrastructure SEPP.
Each of the 25 types of infrastructure in the
SEPP has a list of prescribed zones where the
infrastructure activity may be undertaken.
Principle 2.1 - Providing for future
infrastructure in prescribed zones
In most circumstances, 'special use' or 'special
purpose' zones will not be required in LEPs to
cater for current or proposed infrastructure.
Most types of infrastructure development are
permitted under the Infrastructure SEPP in a
1
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range of suitable 'prescribed zones'. It is
therefore not necessary to include these
infrastructure types as permitted uses in the LEP
zoning table—they are automatically permitted
through the Infrastructure SEPP.
As an example, when zoning a new land release
area, it is unnecessary to set aside land to be
zoned 'special use* for a new public school.
Public schools are automatically permitted within
residential and business zones under the
Infrastructure SEPP.
Note: Given the Infrastructure SEPP applies only to
certain private infrastructure types, zoning provisions
may be required in the LEP zoning table to allow
private infrastructure as a permitted use in nominated
zones.
Principle 2.2 - Rezoning existing 'special use'
zones to adjacent prescribed zones
Most existing infrastructure land currently zoned
'special use' should be rezoned in the LEP
according to what the adjacent zone is, if that
zone is a 'prescribed zone' in the ISEPP which
permits that type of infrastructure.
Where infrastructure adjoins multiple zones (that
are prescribed zones), the following rules apply:
n
all the land should be zoned the same (i.e.
the zone boundary should not run down the
middle of the site), unless there is an
exceptional circumstance (e.g. large sites
with multiple infrastructure uses), and
° adopt a zone that is compatible with
surrounding land uses, having regard to:
- the nature and character of the subject
site
- existing adjacent land uses and preferred
future uses
- regional strategy priorities
- availability of services and infrastructure
to support new land uses
- environmental impacts and risks
An assessment will need to be made on a caseby-case basis to consider the appropriateness of
the various adjacent zone types.
Principle 2.3 - Rezoning existing 'special use'
zones when there are no adjacent prescribed
zones
Most existing infrastructure lands should be
zoned according to what the adjacent land use
zone is, if that adjacent zone is a prescribed
zone for that infrastructure type.
However if none of the adjacent zones are
'prescribed zones' for that particular
infrastructure type under the Infrastructure

SEPP, then the site should be zoned SP2
Infrastructure.
All public infrastructure listed under the SEPP
are permitted in SP1 Special Activities and SP2
Infrastructure zones. Regardless of what the
surrounding land use zones are, if an existing
facility is zoned SP2 Infrastructure it can
continue to operate under the provisions of the
SEPP.
As an example, an existing hospital may be
located on land adjacent to an R2 Low Density
Residential zone. As R2 is not a prescribed zone
for hospitals under the Infrastructure SEPP, it is
not possible to apply Principle 2.2 when
rezoning the site. The hospital land should be
zoned SP2 Infrastructure to ensure that the
existing use remains permissible. (Note: In this
case, if the site is to be redeveloped or becomes
surplus public land, a rezoning would then be
required.)

Principle 3 - Certain special purpose
zones should remain as special
purpose zones
Principle 3.1 - Where the land use is unlikely
to change, and where the use is not
otherwise covered in this practice note, land
may be zoned SP2 Infrastructure.
Infrastructure land that is highly unlikely to be
used for a different purpose in the future should
be zoned 'special purpose'. For example,
cemeteries and sewage treatment plants.
These lands should be zoned SP2
Infrastructure.
Principle 3.2 - Large precinct sites should
remain in special purpose zones
Major state infrastructure on large sites may be
zoned SP2 Infrastructure.
Examples could include major hospitals and
universities that constitute large precincts,
making identification of appropriate zones more
problematic. Other examples might include
r:
majo
- dams;
- sewage treatment plants;
- power stations;
- correctional centres; and
- airports.
Areas of Commonwealth land used for Defence
purposes should be zoned SP2 (Defence).

Where a site consists of a mix of diverse uses
not readily zoned SP2, e.g. research, education,
business and accommodation, then these
should, where possible, be zoned a standard
zone which allows an appropriate mix of land
uses. In cases where no suitable standard zone
can be applied to the infrastructure use, only
then should zone SP1 be applied. By applying a
zone other than SP1, greater flexibility is
provided for the precinct.
Principle 4 = Rules for using SP1 and
SP2 z o n e s
Principle 4.1 - Maintain flexible zone
boundaries
Councils are advised that when adopting an SP1
or SP2 zoning for infrastructure land in an LEP,
clause 5.3 of the Standard Instrument
('Development near zone boundaries') should
generally be adopted.
Clause 5.3 provides flexibility where the
investigation of a site reveals that a use allowed
on the other side of a zone boundary would
enable a more logical and appropriate
development of the site and be compatible with
the planning objectives and land uses for the
adjoining zone. This clause applies to the land
within the distance from the boundary nominated
in the LEP.
Development permitted on the adjoining land
would then be permitted on the SP1 or SP2 land
if the carrying out of the development is
desirable due to compatible land use planning,
infrastructure capacity and other planning
principles relating to the efficient and timely
development of land.
Principle 4.2 - Generic land use map
annotations
The land uses in zones SP1 Special Activities or
SP2 zone-Infrastructure should be annotated on
the Land Zoning Map. This annotation should
use the infrastructure categories contained in
the Infrastructure SEPP or the Standard
Instrument dictionary, rather than the specific
type of infrastructure.
For example, 'educational establishment' should
be used rather than 'TAFE' or 'primary school'.
Councils should note that the Infrastructure
SEPP allows a range of infrastructure uses to
occur within a special purpose zone regardless
of the annotation on the map and therefore only
one category should be used (no need to list any
ancillary uses).
In general, the Standard Instrument definition for
the primary use should be applied to the land

zoning map for any area zoned SP1 or SP2.
Other uses will be ancillary to this primary use.
The following annotations should be used on the
Land Zoning Map for land that may be zoned
SP2 in accordance with this practice note.
Infrastructure categories to be used on land
zoning maps*
Infrastructure categories to be
used on land zoning maps'

Examples of
infrastructure type

Air transport facility

airports, heliport

Correctional centre

prisons, remand centre,
detention centre

Educational establishment

high school, primary school,
TAFE, university

Health services facility

hospitals, medical centres

Waste or resource management
facility

landfill, waste transfer
station, waste depot

Water supply system

dams, reservoirs, water
treatment facilities

Note. * See Infrastructure SEPP for a full list.
Principle S - Zoning surplus public l a n d
Government land that is no longer required to
provide sen/ices or infrastructure is sometimes
classified as 'surplus' public land. The NSW
Government has updated planning provisions in
regard to 'surplus' public land.
The Infrastructure SEPP provides a more
tailored and local solution for such land, to
ensure new land uses are appropriate and
compatible with surrounding land. Councils are
requested to follow the broad policy direction of
the Infrastructure SEPP when preparing new
LEPs covering surplus public land, by following
the principles outlined below.
Principle 5.1 - Zone surplus public land as a
compatible land use
Surplus public land should be rezoned to be
compatible with surrounding land uses having
regard to:
° the nature and character of the subject site
« existing adjacent land uses and preferred
future uses
° regional strategy priorities
• availability of services and infrastructure to
support new land uses
n
environmental impacts and risks.
An assessment will need to be made on a caseby-case basis to consider the appropriateness of
the various adjacent zone types.

Principle 5.2 - If relevant, adopt the zone In
the site compatibility certificate
|f a valid site compatibility certificate applies
to the infrastructure land, then the land should
be zoned in the LEP to be generally compatible
with the nominated land use in the 2certificate
.
Note. Under the Infrastructure SEPP, additional
uses may be undertaken on certain State land if
the uses are permitted on adjacent (arid. To
ensure that the additional land uses are
appropriate, a site compatibility certificate must
firstbe obtained from the Director-General of the
Departrnent of Planning before a
. development
application Can be lodged.
For more information on site compatibility
certificates please See SEPP (Infrastructure)
2007: Directors-General's site compatibility
certificated guideline for applications on the
Department's website.
In some rare instances, it may be more
appropriate for a council to consider adopting a
different zone type to the adjacent land use
nominated in the site compatibility certificate
(following consideration of the issues outlined in
Principle 5.1 above), Where this is the case, it
should be identified by councils in their section
64 and section 68 reports to the DirectorGeneral.
Principle 6—Avoid additional
provisions in LEPs
The Infrastructure SEPP provides consistent
state-wide provisions for considering the impacts
of certain types of development on land adjacent
to linear infrastructure and vice versa. These
considerations include the impact:
• of road or rail noise or vibration on residential
and other sensitive development adjacent
busy roads and railway lines
» of development with frontage to classified
roads (impacts associated with traffic,
access, safety)
• of development involving excavation adjacent
to a classified road or railway line
• on rail safety if a new public railway crossing
is required or an old crossing needs to be
upgraded
• ori safety if adjacent to a gas pipeline
• of development within a road corridor in
which an easement is reserved for a future
infrastructure purpose.

LEPs should not include provisions that deal
with these matters as they are already
addressed by the Infrastructure SEPP.
Councils should discuss any proposed local
infrastructure provision with the relevant regional
office of the Department to determine whether
the proposal is consistent with the SEPP and
suitable for inclusion in the LEP.
It is advisable that no new or amending
provisions for development that is Covered by
the Infrastructure SEPP be included in LEPs.

Permissibility of private
infrastructure
The Infrastructure SEPP principally focuses on
providing for the delivery of infrastructure or
services by local and State govern hi erit
authorities.
There are however certain types of infrastructure
where the SEPP provisions apply equally to
private or public infrastructure, including:
•
•
•
•
«
°
•
D

electricity generating works
licensed gas pipelines
health services facilities (e.g. hospitals)
group homes
certain port-related development
sewage treatment plants
certain telecommunications
infrastructure
waste management and transfer
facilities.

Most other private infrastructure remains
regulated under local planning rules (e.g. LEPs),
including where the infrastructure is permitted
and whether development consent is required.
It is recommended that, if a council is zoning
private infrastructure land, the above zoning
principles be followed rather than automatically
reverting to 'special purpose' zoning.

Further information
For more advice on the Infrastructure SEPP,
and LEP preparation and the standard
instrument see www.plannina.nsw.qov.au
httD://
If you have further enquiries, please phone the
Planning information Centre 02 9228 6333 or
,
u
information@plannihq.hsw.qoy.a
emair
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Asite compatibility certificate may be provided for the
purposes of clauses 18 or 57 of the ISEPP although the
clause 18 provisions.for State land are an interim measure
that will only apply until LEPs drafted Under the Standard
Instrument are n
i place and apply to the site,
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New City Plan
DOC15/147933
Belinda Leo, 9995 6820

Mr Rob Logan
Director - Planning & Environment Services
Kogarah City Council
Locked Bag 8
KOGARAH NSW 2217

Dear Mr Logan
I refer to your letter dated 28 April 2015 inviting comments from the Office of Environment and Heritage
(OEH) on the planning proposal to amend Kogarah Local Environment Plan (LEP). OEH understands that
the planning proposal seeks to amend zonings and land use tables, introduce height and floor space ratio,
controls (principal development standards) and review and amend the associated maps.
OEH has conducted a limited review of the LEP and notes that Council is proposing to rezone Kyle Wiliams
Reserve (in Council ownership), which is heavily vegetated and appears to contain Endangered Ecological
Communities under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 from RE1 Public Recreation to
E2 - Environmental Conservation, The proposed rezoning is in keeping with the objectives of the zone and
is supported by OEH.
If you have any queries regarding this advice please contact Belinda Leo, Operations Officer on 9995 6820.

Yours sincerely

SUSAN HARRISON
Senior Team Leader, Planning
Regional Operations

PO Box 644, Parramatta NSW 2124
Level 6, 10 Valentine Avenue, Parramatta NSW 2150
(02) 9995 5000
ABN 30 641 367 271
www.environment.nsw.gov.au
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Heritage Council
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l ce
Parramatta NSW 2150

Telephone: 61 2 9873 8500
Facsimile; 61 2 9873 8599

hGritaQe@heritaQe.nsw.qov.au
www, heritage, nsw.oov.au

o f N e w S o u t h Wales

Locked Bag 5020
Parramatta NSW 2124
O
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File no.

DOC 15/110193

Mr Rod Logan
Director - Planning & Environmental Services
Kogarah City Council
Locked Bag 8
KOGARAH NSW 2217

Dear Mr Logan
PLANNING PROPOSAL - AMEND KOGARAH LEP 2012
I refer to your letter dated 27 March 2015 inviting comments from the Heritage Council of NSW on
the Planning Proposal to amend Kogarah Local Environmental Plan 2012 (LEP). The Planning
Proposal seeks to amend zonings and land use tables, introduce height and floor space ratio
controls and amend associated maps.
As delegate of the Heritage Council of NSW, I provide the following comments:
o

The deletion of Item 1117, Mortdale Station and car sheds from Schedule 5 of the LEP is
supported.

o

The Revival Life Centre, at 671 King Georges Road, Penshurst is listed on the State
Heritage Register. Schedule 1 of Clause 19 allows multi dwelling housing on the carpark
land adjoining the Revival Life Centre irrespective of its current zoning as R2 - Low Density
Residential zone. Removal of the car park site from Schedule 1 Clause 19 would remove
the ability to develop it for multi-dwelling housing. The carpark site will remain as a R2 - Low
Density Residential zone, which is appropriate for the conservation area in which it is
located. Therefore, this amendment is supported.

o

The down zoning of an area within the Kogarah South Heritage Conservation Area from R3
- Medium Density Residential to R2 - Low Density Residential is supported.

o

A number of height increases, up zonings and increased densities are proposed across
various parts of the council area. These amendments can only be supported if they do not
adversely affect conservation areas, heritage items, their setting and any potential
archaeology or relics.

KOGARAH CITY COUNCIL
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Consideration should be given to the potential for significant historic archaeology or relics
that may be uncovered by future ground disturbance. There is no evidence within the
Planning Proposaf that a Historical Archaeological Assessment has been carried out.

The above comments are limited to an assessment of the impact of the Planning Proposal to
historic heritage. Comments on the impact to Aboriginal cultural heritage should be sought from the
Regional Operations Group, Office of Environment & Heritage.
If you wish to discuss the matters raised in this letter, please contact Lily Chu, Heritage Officer at
the Heritage Division, Office of Environment and Heritage, on (02) 9873 8595 or by email at
.
lily.chu@environment.nsw.gov.au
Yours sincerely

Rochelle Johnston
Manager, Conservation
Heritage Division
Office of Environment & Heritage
As delegate of the NSW Heritage Council
10 July 2015
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Paul Woods
General Manager
Kogarah City Council
Locked Bag 8
Kogarah NSW 2217
ATTN: Rita Vella, Strategic Planning Coordinator
Dear Mr Woods
Notice of Exhibition of Planning Proposal to amend Kogarah Local Environmental
Plan (LEP) 2012 - New City Plan
Thank you for your letter dated 27 March 2015 regarding the above. Roads and Maritime
Services and Sydney Trains will be submitting separate responses.
TfNSW has reviewed the documentation presented in support of the Planning Proposal
and notes that a traffic and transport technical analysis was not prepared as part of the
supporting documentation.
Before Council proceeds with the proposed rezoning, TfNSW requests the following
issues be satisfactorily addressed prior to the draft planning instrument being made for
the Planning Proposal. In summary:
o Proposed increase in density could cause undesirable traffic impacts;
o Potential noise issues with high density residential development along rail
corridors; and
© A suggestion to augment the active transport infrastructure requirements.
TfNSW encourages Council to continue to work with the Department of Planning &
Environment to ensure that the "New City Plan" aligns with the South Subregional
Strategy.
A comprehensive discussion of the issues is provided in Attachment A. If required,
TfNSW could host a meeting to explain the content in the Attachment.
Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Mark Ozinga,
Manager, Land Use Planning and Development on 8202 2198 or
.
Mark.ozinga@transport.nsw.gov.au

KOGARAH CITY COUNCIL
RECEIVED
2GJUN ?015

Yours sincerely

5(%

Anissa Levy
Deputy Director General
Planning

DOG. NO-.
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Objective Reference CD 15/05873
18 Lee Street Chippendale NSW 2008
PO Box K659 Haymarket NSW 1240
T 8202 2200 F 8202 2209
www.transport.nsw.gov.au
A R M 1ft a n d fi02

Attachment A - TfNSW Comments (cont.)
Transport for NSW provides the following comments on the proposed amendment to the
Kogarah LEP2012:
o As part of the technical studies prepared by Council to support the proposed
amendments to the LEP, Council should prepare traffic and transport
assessments around the transport nodes where future growth is concentrated.
This should include measures to mitigate localised transportation impacts.
e

The Planning Proposal refers to the previous metropolitan strategy, the draft
'Metropolitan Strategy for Sydney to 2031', published March 2013, and should
be updated to show the relationship with the current metropolitan strategy for
Sydney, A
' Plan for Growing Sydney

o

Council should be aware that the shared rail corridor is an essential freight
corridor connecting Sydney and the lllawarra that operates on a 24 hour, 7 day
basis. There are significant numbers of freight movements occurring during offpeak periods and overnight due to limited freight access to the rail network
during peak passenger periods.

o

It is noted that the Planning Proposal includes plans to rezone land near the
railway line at Oatley to enable higher density housing. Monitoring by TfNSW
confirms that Oatley is exposed to noise from freight trains travelling up and
down a steep hill, and also noise from passenger trains.

«

Prior to Council making a decision on rezoning residential land around the rail
line, TfNSW recommends Council obtain a strategic assessment of potential
rail noise impacts, taking into account the noise requirements in the
Infrastructure SEPP and examination of suitable land uses to avoid noise
impacts.

The LEP amendment includes changes to zoning which will increase some areas from
low density residential to high density residential. This will constitute a benefit for walking
and cycling by bringing people closer to destinations. TfNSW suggests adding language
that will encourage end of trip facilities which allows developers to exclude end of trip
facilities from their floor space calculation.
The example below comes from the City of Sydney LEP 2012, and is provided for
Council's consideration.
Subdivision 2 Types of additional floor space
6.6 End of journey floor space
(1)

(2)

A building on land in Central Sydney that is used only for the purposes of
commercial premises and that has all of the following facilities together in one
area of the building, is eligible for an amount of additional floor space (end of
journey floor space) equal to the floor space occupied by those facilities:
(a) showers,
(b) change rooms,
(c) lockers,
(d) bicycle storage areas.
The amount of end of journey floor space cannot be more than the amount of
floor space that can be achieved by applying a floor space ratio of 0.3:1 to the
building
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5 June 2015
Roads and Maritime Reference: SYD15/00408
Council Reference: 222075
General Manager
Kogarah City Council
Locked Bag 8
Kogarah NSW 2217

PLANNING PROPOSAL TO AMEND KOGARAH LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 - NEW
CITY PLAN
Dear Mr Woods,
I refer to your letter of 27 March 2015 invrting Roads and Maritime Services to comment on a
planning proposal to amend Kogarah Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2012, which is referred to as
the 'New City Plan'. Roads and Maritime appreciates the opportunity to provide comment on the
abovementioned planning proposal and I apologise for the delay in providing a response.
Roads and Maritime has reviewed the proposed amendments to Kogarah LEP and raises no
objection, subject to the preparation and submission of traffic and transport studies being
undertaken for the proposed increase in densities around Kogarah and Hurstville Town Centres,
transport nodes and commercial centres, as well as the Enterprise Corridor along Princes Highway.
The traffic and transport studies will provide Council with the opportunity to identify any local and
regional road and transport infrastructure upgrades (if required) to accommodate the cumulative
traffic generated by the proposed rezonings and have any identified infrastructure improvements
costed and incorporated into an appropriate funding mechanism.
The traffic and transport studies should be undertaken in accordance with Section 2 - Traffic Impact
Studies of the Roads and Maritime Guide to Traffic Generating Developments.
Roads and Maritime in collaboration with TfNSW is willing to meet with Council to discuss the need
for traffic and transport studies in further detail and mutually agree on the scope and scale of any
study.
For more information, please contact James Hall - Senior Land Use Planner on 8849-2047 or via
.
emailjames.hall@rms.nsw.gov.au
Yours sincerely,

Greg Flynn
Manager, Strategic Land Use
Network Sydney

Roads and Maritime Services
27-31 Argyle Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 | PO Box 973 Parramatta NSW 2150 | www.rms.nsw.gov.au ( 131 782

NSW RURAL FIRE SERVICE

GOVERNMENT

The General Manager

Your reference:

Kogarah City Council

Our reference: L15/0004

Locked Bag 8

DA15040196385 DS

KOGARAH NSW 2217
Attention Rita Vella
Dear Madam,
Exhibition Of Planning Proposal To Amend Kogarah LEP 2012 - New City Plan
Reference is made to Council's correspondence dated 27 March seeking advice for the above
Planning Instrument in accordance with the 'Environmental Planning and Assessment Aot
1979'.
The NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS) notes that Kogarah City Council has no Bush Fire Prone
Land Map. Areas of unmanaged vegetation of greater than 1 hectare should be mapped to
allow the planning provisions of Section 79BA of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979 and Section 100B of the Rural Fires Act 1997 to come into effect.
The Service raises no objections to those parts of the planning proposal that are greater than
140 metres clear of unmanaged vegetation.
For any queries regarding this correspondence please contact Doug Stevens on 1300 NSW
RFS. (1300 679 737)
Yours sincerely,

lona Cameron
Acting Team Leader, Development Assessment and Planning
Customer Service Centre East

Postal address
NSW Rural Fire Service
Records Management
Locked Bag 17
GRANVILLE NSW 2141

Street address
NSW Rural Fire Service
Glendenning Customer Service Centre
42 Lamb Street
GLENDENNING NSW 2761

y 01 o
N$yV Rpg
3
F (02) 8741 5433
E csc@rfs.nsv/.gov.au
www.rfs.nsw.gov.mi

SESLHD Comment to Kogarah City Council on "Notice of Exhibition of
Planning proposal to amend Kogarah Local Environment Plan (KLEP) 2012 New City Plan"
Please return all comments to Mr Rod Logan, Director - Planning &
Environmental Services, Kogarah Council at mail@koqarah.nsw.gov.au or
Locked Bag 8, KOGARAH NSW 2217, by 29 May 2015.
Comments provided by:

Name

Position
Contact

Ms Julie Dixon
Directorate Planning, Population Health and Equity
South Eastern Sydney Local Health District
Director Planning, Population Health and Equity
South Eastern Sydney Local Health District
95408118 Julie.Dixon(8>sesiahs.health.
nsw.qov.au

eneral comment
G
s
This will support the Community Strategic Plan which recognised the value of housing to enhance
wellbeing and lifestyle of local residents
.
The HPS would appreciate the opportunity to comment on future DCPs in regard to the planning
provisions for cycling infrastructure
.
Appropriate arrangements for sharps waste management as part of development consents for
business should be considered. Effective methods of ensuring safe sharps disposal and the
diversion of sharps waste from other waste streams is the provision of community sharps disposal
infrastructure in public places and residential developments
.
.
Specific comments
Page
Number

Section / paragraph

Comments

2.12 Review of Open Space
Lands

Support the parks and reserves identified by Council's open
space land register as now being formally zoned as open space
(RE1 - Public Recreation).
Given that high density housing projections will cause an
increase in traffic congestion in and around Kogarah and
Hurstville town centres, cycling parking and the provision of end
of trip facilities would help to alleviate congestion.

2.2.3
Introduction of the Zone R4

T15/16506

St George Sutherland
Housing Interagei icy
Comments on Kogarah City Council's New City Plan
June 2015
St George & Sutherland Housing Interagency
C/- PO Box 659 ROCKDALE NSW 2216

To whom it may concern
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments in relation to Kogarah City Council's New City
Plan.
The St George & Sutherland Housing Interagency is a group of over 40 local services in the St George
and Sutherland region of Sydney, aiming to address housing and homelessness issues in the region.
Many of our members provide specialist homelessness services to homeless people and those at risk
o f homelessness. Others provide welfare and social services to people in social and private housing
and those who are lower income earners and experiencing housing stress.
Agencies across the region have noted that housing stress and lack o f social and affordable housing
is a common feature for clients; and the incidence o f housing difficulty is continuing to increase
sharply. As is well documented, the lack of supply and access to affordable housing has a
detrimental impact on family health, wellbeing, employment and education. In turn, this impacts on
broader social cohesion and community wellbeing.
Due to the wide-ranging impacts of housing unaffordability, one of the urgent priorities of the St
George & Sutherland Housing Interagency is that of Affordable Housing, leading to the formation o f
the Affordable Housing Working Group - a sub-group of the Housing Interagency. Amongst its aims,
the Housing Interagency aims to influence and inform government planning and decision making
around the provision of affordable housing across the region.
As part of its regional focus, the Housing Interagency (along with the Child & Family Interagency and
St George Youth Services) recently released a background Discussion Paper to complement its
'Affordable Housing Forum - Housing Our Communities', held in February of this year (please see
attached).
For the sake o f brevity, this submission will not duplicate the information already contained in the
attached Discussion Paper. Rather, the focus of this submission will be to respond to Kogarah's City
Council's 'New City Plan' and Housing Strategy 2031 as they specifically relate to affordable housing.
Definitions
In the first instance, it should be noted that this submission defines affordable housing as subsidised
housing which is only available to people who meet income eligibility criteria and perhaps other
eligibility criteria such as connection with an area through work or family. Thus, affordable housing
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differs from housing affordability in that it is an intentional mechanism for the achievement of
housing affordability.
Housing stress, on the other hand, is a term that has been widely used t o measure and describe the
experience of housing unaffordability, with a common formula being that of a low-moderate income
household paying more than 30% of its gross income on the direct cost of housing (whether this be
mortgage payments or rent).
South Sydney Regional Organisation o f Councils (SSROC) Housing Affordability Submission
Before addressing Kogarah City Council's New City Plan and Housing Strategy, the Housing
Interagency notes that Kogarah City Council is a member of the South Sydney Regional Organisation
o f Councils (SSROC) and that SSROC provided a submission in relation to housing affordability to the
Select Committee on Social, Public and Affordable Housing (dated 28 February 2014).
In particular, it is noted that the SSROC submission comprehensively examined a number of key
areas including: housing affordability across the SSROC region (including Kogarah); the detrimental
impacts of housing unaffordability; and the need to address this issue within Federal, State and Local
government policy contexts.
Whilst it was acknowledged that different levels of government play different roles in the provision
o f affordable housing, SSROC's submission also recognised that local governments indeed have the
opportunity to advocate for and/or provide further mechanisms in relation to affordable housing.
Such mechanisms are outlined in SSROC's submission under Section 3.3. Due to its relevance, this
section is re-stated here:
Section 3.3 Options f o r Local Government
'Local government is generally not recognised as having a direct role in the provision of
affordable housing, although in Australia some Councils (such as Waverley) have more
involvement that others. The loss of voluntary planning agreements in the NSW draft planning
legislation may further reduce opportunities for Councils to intervene.
It must be noted that substantive responses to the shortage of affordable housing can only be
achieved through real intervention and investment by all levels o f government, but local
government can only leverage investment in the municipality from its own contribution in the
context o f supportive state and national policies backed by appropriate program budgets.
In NSW, local government influences the costs of housing though such means as:
o

statutory planning processes;

Q

strategic site identification;

© council rates;
© economic development strategies; and
© facilitation of affordable development projects
With the increasing cost of housing and declining affordability in many metropolitan areas
Councils have become more engaged in advocacy in support of affordable housing. They see a
role in engaging with State and Commonwealth governments as an important part of their
facilitating role. A 2010 paper on Affordable Housing by the City of Port Phillip in Victoria
identifies a number of options for local government involvement, including:
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i. Direct financial investment - the City of Port Phillip invested approximately $13 million of its
own funds over a 21 year period to leverage $39.1 million of government and private
investment in a community housing program managed by a not-for-profit housing provider.
This program produced 389 units in 17 projects over a 21 year period from 1985 until 2006. Two
of these developments involved the development of community housing over air space above a
car park and a community centre and provides a model for asset rich municipalities.
ii. The use of Council owned land for affordable housing projects - a legacy of earlier decisions
has often placed Councils in the position of holding land that is now surplus to requirements.
These tracts of land might be made available for development with a requirement for an
affordable housing component as a condition of planning approval. The City of Melbourne also
transferred what is known as the Drill Hall in inner Melbourne to Melbourne Affordable Housing
for nominal consideration on the understanding it would be developed to retain the heritage
architecture of the facade and original hall as community use while the air rights would be
developed for affordable housing.
iii. Inclusionary zoning - a mechanism that is widely used overseas and has become an
increasingly discussed mechanism in Australia. Put simply, it implies that Council uses its
statutory powers as planning authority to impose a requirement upon developers that a
defined proportion o f housing in a particular precinct, local government area or region must be
affordable. This requires Council to define what qualifies as affordable housing. Depending o n
that definition, inclusionary zoning may result in a reduction in the value of the land or, i f the
land is purchased prior to the imposition of the inclusionary zoning a stalling of the project
while the developer tries to secure the subsidies necessary to achieve the affordable housing
product.
iv. Development contributions - ensure a development contributes to the supply of affordable
housing. However, rather than requiring the developer to provide affordable housing as part of
the development, they make a financial contribution to a designated affordable housing fund
which is used to provide affordable housing at another site. The Carlton United Brewery site in
the City of Sydney is a high profile redevelopment site of up to 1800 new dwellings. State
Government was the responsible authority and negotiated a developer contribution (cash
contribution) for affordable housing to be delivered off site.
v. Planning concessions- enable a developer to enhance the financial viability of a particular
project which includes affordable housing. For example an increase in the yield on a site
(reduced land component) or a reduction in the required number of car parking spaces in
recognition of end use as affordable housing may reduce the cost of production. In Brisbane,
the developer of the Ferry Apartments was provided with developer bonuses that included car
park concessions, density bonuses, reduction in balcony sizes and reduced setbacks. Planning
bonuses were protected in covenants.
Covenants were time limited, typically 20 years in response to concerns from developers that
open ended covenants reduced value. Waverley Council can offer the incentive of a (limited)
increase in floor-space ratio to developers in exchange for a share in the profit on the extended
area. The funds raised enable the Council to invest in property to be let for a period of up to
three years to residents in serious housing stress. Sutherland Shire Council has also been able t o
ensure the provision of affordable housing using planning concessions, although voluntary
planning agreements are no longer included in (draft) planning legislation in NSW.
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vi. Rate relief- exemptions on the grounds that the provider is a charitable organisation or at
least a rate reduction in lieu of the financial circumstances o f the end user may be the
difference between viability and non-viability. Housing needs to be owned by a not-for-profit
organization with Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) tax status and operate predominantly for
charitable purposes.
vii. Community education - raising community awareness o f the need for an increase in supply
and overcoming misconceptions about affordable housing can lay the groundwork for more
direct community engagement when there are incidents o f NIIVIBY opposition to planning
applications for projects which include affordable housing.
viii. Council involvement in advocacy - in 2008 the City o f Port Phillip in Victoria commissioned
GTA Traffic Consultants to produce a report identifying the amount of car parking required f o r
affordable housing developments. This advocacy work recognized that the tenants of affordable
housing projects have a lower car ownership rate, and that projects are generally well located
with good access to public transport. City of Port Phillip also understood that the construction
of unwarranted car parking spaces was a poor use of resources that could be better directed
into actual construction of additional units on the site. This report has been widely adopted by
the affordable housing development sector and importantly by other local Councils to
substantiate the requirement for lower levels of car parking for affordable housing
developments.
ix. The application of statutory powers through rezoning land to a zone with a higher value and thus capturing some of the uplift in value that transfers to a landowner for no risk or effort.
SSROC member Councils advocate for this position, whereby changes to state planning
legislation to permit the incorporation of affordable housing provisions in Councils' planning
strategies t o enable Councils to:
i. Capture value uplift associated with development through monetary contributions that
can be used to provide affordable housing in the region;
ii. Capture value uplift associated with development through the provision and/or dedication
of dwellings for the purpose of affordable housing as part of new developments;
iii. In retaining these funds or assets, Councils' intentions would be to work across all levels
of government and with registered community housing providers with a view to realising the
creation of a new sustainable supply of quality affordable rental housing options provided
for the community in perpetuity' (SSROC, pp. 8-10).
The Housing Interagency supports appropriate, direct mechanismsthat address housing affordability
on a local level (including relevant examples cited above) and commends SSROC's collaborative
approach and advocacy on this issue across the South Sydney region.
In contrast to the opportunities described above, the Housing Interagency also shares SSROC's
concern that simply increasing the supply of housing in order to meet the State Government's
quantitative housing supply targets may in fact result 'in an oversupply of unwanted properties and
continued chronic undersupply of suitable affordable housing' (SSROC, p.2).

Kogarah City Council's New City Plan and Housing Strategy 2031
As an introduction to its New City Plan, Kogarah City Council states:
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'Council is proposing a new plan for the City which is intended to create a framework that
will deliver housing to meet the needs of Kogarah's current population and the needs o f
future generations.
These changes have been developed in response to the newly released Metropolitan Plan
for Sydney and the State Government's expectation that all Sydney councils will review their
local housing needs and determine how best to provide housing options for their
communities'.
The Housing Interagency commends Kogarah Council on its recognition of diverse housing needs
across the region within its Housing Strategy 2031, including the need for housing that is affordable.
This includes Kogarah's stated desire to:
®
o
o

Respond to Kogarah's changing demographics, including an ageing community who would be
supported to 'age in place' in areas that have established networks and support;
Retain young people who are leaving home as well as young families who wish to remain in the
City of Kogarah; and
Provide a housing environment in which key community workers such as teachers, nurses, police
and other community services workers are able to live close to their place of work (Kogarah
Council, p. 4).

Kogarah's Housing Strategy 2031 further recognises and outlines a number of housing-related
issues. These include but are not limited to:
®
o
o

A growing trend for smaller household sizes
The importance of being located within distances that are accessible to public transport
The need to meet housing targets identified in the Metropolitan Plan for Sydney 2036 and South
Subregional Strategy, which will see a substantial increase in the number of dwellings by 2 0 3 1
o A recognition of Kogarah's demographic profile, population size and future population
projections
© The types o f migration occurring with the region (including overseas, between-state and withinstate)
® Diversity and Emerging Populations
® Income
o Household Types and Housing Trends
o Housing Tenure and Cost of Housing (including levels of 'Housing Stress')
Apart from the importance of ensuring that Kogarah's population does not decrease due to an
ageing population and insufficient supply of appropriate dwellings, the Housing Strategy 2031 states
that another compelling reason to provide increased future housing is to:
'ensure there are housing opportunities within the City for young people starting out and
young families. The City of Kogarah has been a family based community and the majority of
older residents would prefer to have their children and grandchildren living close by.
However, lack of housing supply and affordability is a significant barrier to younger people
looking to establish themselves locally. Increasing supply helps to improve affordability.
Young working people will seek out well located and designed apartment buildings. In
addition, the movement of older residents to smaller new dwellings will free up larger family
sized housing.
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If Council can use the planning framework to assist this movement of people, residents will
move to housing more suited to their needs. At the same time local communities will be
revitalised because families will help rejuvenate schools, sporting clubs and local shops. Such
a strategy helps keep generations together, which in turn means more community and
family support is available for people as they age. If Council does not take initiatives to
provide more housing, local communities will experience population loss and become
characterised as an aged community. If left unchecked, these trends would undermine the
viability of local retail centres, schools and community facilities' (Kogarah, p. 28).
Discussion
The Housing Interagency strongly supports housing strategies that contribute to supporting and
strengthening families and communities, including key workers in the local area. It is deeply
concerned, however, with the current Housing Strategy's lack of focus on the direct provision o f
Affordable Housing, including an exploration of those mechanisms raised in SSROC's submission (as
outlined in this submission).
The Housing Interagency does not believe that simply increasing housing supply or creating a larger
choice of housing types would adequately address affordable housing issues in the Kogarah region particularly for young people and families entering the housing market or key workers on lower
incomes. Rather, as per SSROC's submission, the Housing Interagency believes that direct, targeted
and appropriate local mechanisms are required to meaningfully address the issue of housing
affordability.
Furthermore, the Housing Interagency is concerned that true Affordable Housing provisions (as
opposed to the concept of 'housing choice') do not currently appear in Kogarah Council's New City
Plan, Housing Strategy, Community Strategic Plan, or Local Environmental Plan. An inclusion o f an
Affordable Housing provision into such plans, and advocacy in relation to changes in relevant
legislation, would indicate a priority commitment by Council to address the issue of housing
affordability in the region and would provide direct mechanisms to support to the community
residing within it.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
o

The concept of Affordable Housing be meaningfully addressed in Kogarah City Council's
New City Plan
© An Affordable Housing provision be included in Kogarah City Council's Housing Strategy
2031 and broader Community Strategic Plan.
® Kogarah City Council considers appropriate direct mechanisms that are open t o local
government around the issue of Affordable Housing (as outlined in SSROC's submission).
o Kogarah City Council advocates for relevant policy and legislative change, forms strategic
partnerships, and collaborates with different levels o f Government around the provision
of affordable housing in Kogarah (and across the broader SSROC) region.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute comments on Kogarah City Council's New
City Plan and for recognising the complex housing issues and diverse needs of the region. The St
George & Sutherland Housing Interagency looks forward to learning o f the outcome of this
submission process and to contributing to any further community consultations that may take place
around the issue.
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GLOSSARY, FACTS & FIGURES

Affordable housing o r housing affordability has a d i f f e r e n t meaning depending on context
I n the context o f this discussion affordable housing is subsidised and is only available to people who meet income
eligibility criteria & perhaps other eligibility criteria such as connection with the area through work o r family
I n June 2014, only 1.2% o f rentals were affordable to households on very low incomes, 6.9% f o r low income
households and 59.7% f o r moderate income households
This is a reflection o f rising house 4 r ental prices and the urgent need f o r affordable housing in the S t George &
Sutherland Areas.

Note: In t h e f o l l o w i n g descriptions terms identified i n h o l d have a separate description
Affordable housing

AffordableHousing Task Fores

Generally the rent does not exceed 75% to 8Q% or the prevailing market rent for a comparable property. Households can earn higher fevefs of income than those
applying for social housing. National Rental Affordability Scheme guidelines indicate the following gross weekly income levels are appropriate for affordable
housing tenants:
Single adult

$884-11105

Two adults

$1222 - $1527

One adult and child

$1222-11527

One adult and two children

SI515 - $1894

Two adults and child

$1515 -$1894

Established by the State Govt, n
i 2QII (comprising industry and academic professionals) to advise on new planning policies for delivering affordable and seniors
housing. The Task Force's Terms of Reference are:
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Provide guidance on State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Housing Choice) 20U. Specifically:
©

Approaches to encourage a wide range of development types to meet the needs of very low. low and moderate income households.

o

Consideration of potential planning incentives and tools for delivery of affordable housing choice including incentives for the privatE sector to deliver
affordable rental housing and low cost home ownership.

©

The potential effect of such development on local amenity.

Provide advice on a template for the preparation of Local Affordable Housing Choice Strategies.

http://www.planninq.nsw.oov.au/en-au/deliverinqhomes/afford3blerentalhousinq/affordablehousinqtaskforce.aspx

Boardinghouse

Abuilding that is let ni lodgings, and
©

provides lodgers with a principal place of residence for 3 months or more

o

may have shared facilities, such as a communal living room, bathroom, kitchen or laundry

o

has rooms, some or all of which may have private kitchen and bathroom facilities, that accommodate one or two lodgers

A'new generation' boarding house usually fias kitchenette and en-suite bathroom in all roams and is often marketed to key workers or students.
A'traditional' boarding house is one that si usually in an older house and usually has shared bathroom and kitchen.

Community housing providers (CHPs)

Community housing providers are registered, not for profit enterprises with the primary objective of providing social and/or affordable accommodation.

Commonwealth Rent Assistance (CRA)

Supplement is paid to income support recipients (for example, people receiving the Disability Support Pension), and low and moderate income families with children.
Income eligibility criteria apply as does a predetermined amount of rent.

Developer contributions

Contributions work on the principle that the development of land that benefits from rezoning and publicly funded infrastructure should contribute to the provision of
affordable housing. With the exceptions of City of Sydney and Wiloughby councils n
i NSW can only pursue such contributions through Voluntary Planning Agreements
on larger redevelopments and redevelopment of industrial land. Where contributions can be levied a percentage of the total residential space, or monetary
equivalent, is required.

Financing entities

In Britain and Europe, both private and government guaranteed businesses are financing affordable housing through private investment The Housing Finance
Corporation is and not-for-profit organisation that makes loans to regulated Housing Associations providing affordable housing throughout the United Kingdom. The
Corporation funds itself through the issue of bonds to private investors and by borrowing from banks. By acting as a financial intermediary it diversifies risk for
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lenders, and by reducing the cost, and standardising the loan terms, for borrowers.
As at June ZDI3 the Corporation had a 'loan book' of over £3bn

Foyer made!

Youth Foyer is a model originating in the UK that is now successfully meeting the needs o f approximately 10,000
young people a year. Youth Foyers work with people aged 16-25 by linking affordable accommodation to training and
employment, health and wellbeing and social participation. It combines on-site youth accommodation with the various
services vulnerable young people need as they transition to independence.

Going Homo Staying Home

State Govt, recent 'reform' of specialist homelessness services based on. n
i the government's words, 'allocation of resources to where they are needed the most'.
Resulted n
i many services unfunded, being compromised, closing or refacussing.

HomEkssness

n
I the 2QU Census it is estimated that the number of homeless persons in Australia has increased from 89728 ni 2QDB to ID5237. with more than a 20% increase in
NSW. The ABS definition of homeless includes people couch surfing, in boarding houses and hostels and overcrowding
The National Housing Supply Council report 20I2-20I3 stated that "While a myriad of social issues underlie homelessness and the use of marginal housing, the lack
of available suitable low-cost housing contributes to people living n
i these circumstances."

Housing Pathways
Housing stress

Asingle housing application system implemented n
i April 2QI0. Housing NSW. the Aboriginal Housing Office and 2
G community housing providers across the State
access the waiting list on housing pathways for allocation of social housing.
Household income is n
i the bottom 4Q% - below about $65 000 pa - and household is paying more than 30% of gross household income on housing - known as
40/30 rule. Ahousehold n
i housing stress can't meet basic living costs such as utility bills, food, clothing, transport, medical care and education.
SQme households choose to, and can afford to. pay high proportions of income toward their rent. Low income households, for which spending substantial proportions
of their income on housing is more likely to be aproblem, are less likely to be able to meet other household expenses.
The National Housing Supply Council found that in 2DB3-I0:
e

At 47.6%, the rate of rental stress n
i NSW was significantly above the national average

Q

NSW had a significantly higher proportion of rental households n
i the lowest income decile that were in rental stress (67.5%) than the national average
(60.8%),

For individual capital cities, Sydney had a significantly higher rate of rental stress (50.4%).

Housing targets

Sydney councils must allow for housing growth but are not required to have targets for affordable housing. However, affordable housing targets could be established
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cn ths bssis of need, incorporated in a Local Housing Strategy, and used to underpin affordable housing contributions if such contributions were permitted by
the State Govt.

Leased public housing

Community housing providers lease some of their housing stock from Housing

LinkZhome

Statewide homelessness information and referral telephone service.

Lowincome household

Gross household income is 50% or more, but less than 80%. of the median household income. n
I Sydney the median household income for the Sydney Statistical
Division is used. For a low income household this equates to $37,522 - $60,195 pa or $723.50 - $H5S.6Q/week (2011 figures).

Minimum wage

The national minimum wage is currently $16.87 per hour or SB40.90 per 38 hour week {before tax). Casual employses covered by the national minimum wage also
get at least a 25 per cent casual loading.

Moderate income household

Gross household income is 80% or more, but less than I2D%, of the median household income. n
I Sydney the median household inc ome for the Sydney Statistical
Division is used. For a moderate income household this equates to SG0.I95 - $30,232 or S1I56.6D - Sl73G.40/week (2011 figures}.

National Affordable Housing Agreement (NAHA)

The National Affordable Housing Agreement (NAHA) between the Federal Government and all states and territories had the am
i to ensure that ail Australians have
access to affordable, safe and sustainable housing.The agreement is based on recognition that housing stability contributes to social and economic participation.
The agreement commenced on 1January 2DD3. Aims include:
o

Housing people who are homeless and achieving social inclusion.

o

Ability to rent housing that meets households' needs.

®

Ability to purchase affordable housing.

•

Equality n
i access to housing and housing services for indigenous people.

The agreement identifies the roles of Federal, State/Territory and local governments. Ths role of local government is identified as:
o

Building approval processes

•

Urban planning and development approval processes

o

Rates and charges that influence housing affordability.

The agreement has established targets and various schemes that include the National Rental Affordability Scheme. Agreed action plans are aimed at increasing the
amount of social housing and long term housing and support services for people who are experiencing homelessness. These plans have resulted n
i the Property
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Transfer Program n
i NSW. and legislative changes that allow CHPs to develop affordable housing.
Most of the initiatives will cease before the end of 2013. n
I the Abbott Government there is no longer a Minister for Housing, and housing is not listed n
i any of the
portfolios or agencies described.

National Housing Supply Council

The National Housing Supply Council was an independent body that reported to the former Federal Minister of Housing and Homelessness. The Council had been
monitoring the implementation of the NAHA and its schemes. The Federal Govt abolished the MHSC when it was elected n
i 2013.
www.treasurv.QOv.au/Pplicy-Topics/PeopleAndSccietv/completeri-proqrams-initiatives/NHSC
httD://

NationalrentalaffoHJabttty schatrft (WtAS)

The NRAS incentive comprised a Commonwealth Government incentive valued at S7.485 (2012/13) n
i the form of a tax offset or payment, and a minimum state
incentive n
i the form of cash and/or other in kind support valued at S2.495 (2QI2/13). The incentive is provided annually to each dwelling approved for ten years on
the condition that the dwelling is rented to eligible low and moderate income households for at least 2D per cent below market rates for each of the ten years.
Incentives were allocated through a national competitive call for applications.
Monthly performance reports {at the link below) provide updates on the allocation of incentives, the number of incentives allocated (dwellings occupied or available
for rent). location and approved providers.
The majority of incentives have been allocated to community housing providers who have provided social and affordable housing. An annual survey of tenants
indicates a mix of employed, unemployed and full time students ni households that include sole parent and couple families, couples, seniors. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander. Income sourcss include wages, self employed, superannuation, government pension and allowance.
About 14 500 dwellings have been built and occupied under URAS incentives (June 2013) Only 12.7% are in NSWandthe majority are in outer suburbs where land tyas
less expensive.
http://www.dss.oDv.au/our-responsibilities/housina-suPDort/oroqrams-services/national-rental-affordabilitv-scheme/natiDnal-rental-affordability-schemeDerfprmance-repartinq

NSWPlanning Bill 2B13

The White Paper for a new planning system n
i NSW indicates the merits of affordable housing targets are being considered and, it agreed to, will be an inclusion n
i
regional plans (that set general housing targets). However, this is not foreshadowed in the Planning Bill.
The Planning Bill 2DI3 introduces proposed new planning legislation for NSW. The Bil has requirement for councils to prepare affordable housing strategies or
introduce affordable housing targets. There has been no progress on the Bil since November 2013 when the Legislative Council requested amendments. Some of
these amendments related to the introduction of affordable housing contributions.
http://www.planninQ.nsvAGQv.au/en-us/pDlicvandleqislation/planninoforourfuture.aspx
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Partnerships

Because Df the cost of land ni Sydney, many CHPs look to undertake joint ventures using their own capital or finance and develop affordable housing on land that si in
public ownership. Some joint ventures are being undertaken with support from Federal and State Governments.

Public housing

Dwellings owned (or leased) and managed by State and Territory housing authorities to provide affordable rental accommodation. In NSW. public housing includes
dwellings managed by LAHC and AHO.

Sharedequity

The equity or value of a dwelling si shared amongst more than one party through co-ownership. CD-owners can include banks and housing finance corporations in
partnership with the resident. It is possible that community housing providers will pick up shared equity schemes as a means of financing capital projects and
operation expenditure n
i the future.

State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable
Rental Housing) ZD09 (ARHSEPP)

Aims to increase supply and diversity of affordable rental and social housing in NSW. Provides incentives for
o

infill housing

® Secondary dwellings
© Boarding houses
o

Supportive accommodation

o

Public housing as exempt development

o

Croup homes

o

Retention of affordable housing

s<

Contributions for loss of affordable housing

Instrumental ni achieving social housing development under the Nation Building Economic Stimulus Plan. However, n
i other forms of housing it has not been as useful,
particularly in achieving boarding houses that cater for very (DW income households rather than new generation boarding houses.
For households on very low incomes - traditionally owned and managed by the State Government {LAHC and HNSW respectively) but also owned or managed by CHPs.
Social housing
Eligibility criteria far the June 2013 quarter the maximum gross household income:
®

Single adult

S5GD.QD

o

Two adults

S775.D0

o

One adult and child

$835.00
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S925.QD

o

Two adults and child

SI050.QD
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Eligible households ars registered on the NSW Housing Pathways Database also referred to as the wait list
Standard instrument LocalEnvironmental Plan
(l£P)

All councils have a standard instrument LDcal Environmental Plan that is based an a State Govt, template. These incorporate zones, height and density controls that
allow far residential growth in accordance with the State's urban consolidation targets. The Standard Instrument LEP does not include affordable housing provisions.

State Environmental Planning Policy No 70
(Affordable Housing Revised Schemes) (SEPP
70)

SEPP 70 allows the City of Sydney and Wiloughby Council to levy affordable housing contributions on all development n
i Ultimo/Pyrmont/Green Square and on
residential development on nominated sites n
i Wiloughby respectively.
The City of Sydney contribution rate for Green Square is 3% of proposed residential floor space and %
1 of non-residential floor space.
The Wiloughby Contribution rate si 4% of the gross floor area of the residential component of the development. If the 4% contribution is not enough to achieve a
unit a monetary contribution is required and based on the equivalent market value of the floor space.
The SEPP has allowed the levies to be incorporated into the respective councils' LEPs and specific provisions ni the EP5A Act allow the levies as section 94
contributions.

Sydney Metro Strategy

Aproposed strategic plan far regional Sydney. The main strategy for Sydney is to facilitate more housing through the development of urhan activation precincts.
There are no policies in Metro to address housing affordability.

Value uplift capture

Value uplift occurs when land is rezoned for a higher use (such as from industrial to residential), or for greater density (such as from two storeys to six storeys, or
from low density detached housing to medium density attached or residential flat buildings).
'Negotiated bonus floor space' si where a similar contribution is negotiated n
i return for bonus floor space.
Developers generally operate on a profit margin (around 18% or more) and claim that affordable housing contributions make development unfeasible. However,
community housing providers are not looking for the same kind of profit margin and would be able to use the increase n
i value of their land to leverage finance for
the higher density development

Very low income households

Gross household income is less than 50% of the median household income. In 2011 this was less than $37,622 per annum or less than $723.50/week
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Since 20ID. Housing NSW has undertaken a program to divest some of its social housing to registered community housing providers. Under the Nation Building
Economic Stimulus Plan NSW Housing constructed 4483 social bousing dwellings, many of which have been vested tn CHPs under agreements that require the CHPs
to increase their housing assets - targets are based on the size of the divestment to individual CHPs.
Two CHPs that received properties in the latest divestment (2013) operate n
i the area - St George Housing and Bridge Housing.
While property development is not the main responsibility of CHPs the divestment has enabled larger CHPs to increase their assets and D
t leverage funds to
undertake development projects and further increase their housing asset. NRAS funding has assisted n
i this process and ensures that the housing asset that is
created under the NRAS remains in the affordable domain.
Development projects are generally undertaken on pubJic land (state and local government owned), sometimes with additional Housing NSW funds, or n
i partnership
with for profit developers.
Much of the not for profit housing development is undertaken in outer suburbs or n
i other states where land is relatively affordable. Given the cost of land in inner
Sydney not for profit housing projects n
i suburbs around Marrickville are seldom feasible unless land si available at no cost.
Innovative measures are being considered such as shared equity and selling part of adevelopment on the open market to fund the affordable and social housing
components of such development.
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T H E NEEO P O f i AFPORbABLE H O U S I N G
I n t h e l a s t t e n y e a r s house p r i c e s in S y d n e y have o u t s t r i p p e d wages
5 9 0 0 0 o f eligible households a r e waiting f o r social housing in N S W
Oisposai o f p u b l i c housing is outstripping n e w builds
People a r e being f o r c e d o u t t o t h e w e s t a n d south w e s t where r e n t s are becoming
unaffordable
I n c o m e segregation i n S y d n e y i s being r e i n f o r c e d
Costs in o u t e r suburbs can b e h i g h e r - such a s s o c a l l e d t r a n s p o r t p o v e r t y
S t a b l e a n d a f f o r d a b l e housing i s i n t e g r a l t o h e a l t h a n d welfare
Social r e s e a r c h shows t h a t a d i v e r s e s o c i e t y experiences less p r o b l e m s r e l a t e d t o h e a l t h
& wellbeing. Conversely w i t h s p a t i a l segregation ( t h a t r e f l e c t s income inequality) h e a l t h
a n d s o c i a l problems increase
The l a c k o f a f f o r d a b l e housing leads t o low p r o d u c t i v i t y

Housing is no longer affordable to many households that want to, or need to live in Sydney. The 2QI4 Anqlicare Australia Rental Affordability
Snapshot shows that despite an 11% increase n
i the number Df rental properties across Australia since 2013, less than %
1 listed on the
weekend of 5-8 April 2014 was affordable for anyone on a government payment. 8aing forced out of the area because of the high cost of
housing can impact on:
o

family, social and support networks

o

access to employment

o

availability of workers

Q

availability of services

o

high transport costs

o

access to health, education and recreation

o

society's overall health and productivity.

Staying means paying more for housing and leads to housing stress, especially for very low income', low income and some moderate income
households. When n
i housing stress households can't afford essentials such as utility bills, food, clothing and trips. Being displaced to outer
suburbs can have negative impacts on wellbeing, finances and opportunity such as:
o

Significant travel to work costs, long distance from existing family and friends and o
l ng travel times (that can lead to so called
transport poverty)

©

Households outside housing stress may be achieving low housing cast burdens by choosing to reside n
i areas that have limited
access to employment opportunities, Social infrastructure might be limited, providing households with below average educational
opportunities for their children or low quality health services.

The displacement of lower income households from inner urban areas is contributing to social inequality and concentrations of disadvantage
n
i outer western and south western areas of Sydney. Those who can afford to remain n
i inner Sydney and suburbs along the coast are more
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affluent and appear to benefit from the displacement of lower income households. However, research shows that social segregation based on
income can lead to a less productive society and greater costs for all due to increased social and health problems.
H O U S I N G SUPPLY, C O S T S cS WAGES
Between 2DQ3 and 2013 the average rent paid n
i Australia has increased by 75.8% for houses and 91.8% for other dwellings (mostly
flats/apartments). While average earnings rose by 57% in the ten years, house prices rase by 69%.
The rate of households ni Australia that face mortgage costs of more than 30% of gross household income increased noticeably between the
2008 Census and the 2011 Census. New South Wales has one of the highest rates of households n
i rental stress. Agreater proportion of
households are in rental stress than mortgage stress, despite the fact that more households ni Australia have amortgage than rent, indicating
greater affordability pressures n
i the rental market.
The demand for housing is significantly outstripping supply n
i all Australian capital cities and si contributing to the lack of affordable housing.
Housing production in Sydney/Central Coast peaked ni 1979/71 at around 33 00D. Since then housing production per annum has been well
below 30 D00. Housing production slumped to about 1
2 500 n
i 20D8/09 and in 2013/14 was only just above 20 000.
Population growth was about 40 000 per year between 2001 and 2011. Population growth si predicted to be above 700 000 for each of the next
three decades. However, to meet the demands of population growth an additional 604,000 dwellings over the next 20 years will be required.
People are willing to pay more for housing as the amenity of inner city areas improves (with AEW apartments, schools, recreation and
entertainment, new public transport and public domain improvements) and lower income households are being displaced. Higher demand for
inner city housing, and rezoning to high density, si driving up the price of land and housing. Older and cheaper housing is being demolished and
low income households can't afford the rents for the newer housing.
Rents are even going up D
n new generation boarding houses because they are new and have kitchenette and en-suite bathroom n
i every room.
New generation boarding houses are being marketed to key workers and students. The traditional boarding house, with shared facilities and
lower rents are disappearing.
Some factors contributing to demand, in addition to the inability of construction to keep up, are:
Q

Immigration

o

Smaller households increasingly occupying larger houses, while families are increasingly living in flats and attached dwellings

©

Willingness to trade off large houses and yards for inner city services, facilities and lifestyle

Emerging issues resulting from the lack of affordable housing include:
o

Homelessness si increasing and can include severe overcrowding (including children sharing beds and rooms - sometimes with
adults) - couch surfing, boarding house, hostel or crisis accommodation and sleeping rough (including sleeping n
i cars and vehicles.

f

Decrease in household formation among younger people (particularly with young adults in their late teens and early twenties living
with parents longer)

©

Greater number of households at retirement age have mortgage debt creating implications for aged care and retirement funding

o

Number of group households has risen more rapidly than household growth as a whole.

o

There is a potentially vulnerable minority of Baby Boomers who do not own their own homes and will need to retain or find
affordable rental accommodation in their retirement years.

o

Home ownership rates are falling amongst younger generations who are priced out of the market.
KEY WORKERS

Low and moderate income households include workers in occupations such as child care, administration or cleaning, teaching, policing or
nursing (particularly if they are n
i earlier stages of their careers). To function and prosper the local economy needs people in these
occupations. Affordable housing will help maintain a workforce that supports the local economy.
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The third Bankwest Key Worker Report found that 84% of Sydney's local government areas are viewed as unaffordable for key workers looking
to buy ahouse. The findings were based on the following average salaries:
o

$67,223 for teachers

Q

$58,911 for nurses

o

$78,832 for police officers

o

$G0.388 for fire-fighters

0

$80,860 for ambulance officers and paramedics

http://www.bankwest.com.au/media-centre/financial-indic3tor-series/bankv/est-3rd-kev-worker-hausing-affordability-report-20H-

1232482379181
H E A L T H A WELLBEING
The following impacts are taken from research and literature review undertaken by the Australian House and Urban Research Institute
(AHURI).
The effect of housing affordability on wellbeing is closely tied to the detrimental effects of poverty on wellbeing. Lack of affordable housing can
have major health impacts due to inadequate shelter {such as sleeping rough), severe overcrowding and lack of space, and poor access to
services, facilities and urban amenity. Poor access to services and facilities can result due to housing stress and lack of disposable income, or
the absence or inadequacy of the service.
Overcrowding results ni a lack Df privacy and a sense that one has no control over one's own life; it is a major source of stress that is
experienced by both adults and children living n
i overcrowded conditions. Housing costs represent a significant cost to families and determine
how much is left over for other essentials such as food, clothing, health care and utilities.
families are particularly impacted because, for example, couple with two children can afford less in housing costs than a single person
because costs are higher for other essentials, families n
i housing stress are significantly more likely to experience financial stress, such as
having to go without meals, or children having to go without health or dental care.
AHURI research suggests that personal characteristics can be important factors that leave renters and purchasers vulnerable to housing
insecurity. Those with a health condition, dependent children, an acute housing cost burden, single (particularly lone parents) and no postschool qualifications, all have significantly increased odds of payment arrears and payment risk. Young tenants under 35 years of age are
most prone D
t rental arrears, but mortgage arrears peak among older purchasers in the 45-54 years age band, Owners are particularly
prone to mortgage arrears and payment risk if they have asmall equity stake n
i their homes and have volatile incomes.
AHURI literature reviews shed light on a broad range of outcomes related to the affordability of housing:
©

One study found that housing stress was responsible for a significant amount of variance ni measures of mental health, general
health and alcohol abuse

o

One study found location also was a significant predictor of housing stress

o

One study found poor physical and mental health associated with physical and emotional housing stress

Q

One study found that the stress attributed to housing affordability problems was associated with parental impact on children's
wellbeing

o

One study found the lack of affordable housing may lead to further stress for childreo.due to child neglect.

AHORI research has found that:
o

Children's social and emotional outcomes were mostly affected by housing variables that adversely affect the quality of
relationships-such as frequent moves, renting rather than owning and being n
i financial stress.

o

Crowding had the largest negative impact on children's learning outcomes.
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o

Urban planning that featured parks, playgrounds and other open areas was likely to be conducive to children's development and
wellbeing even if achieved at the expense of a higher density of dwellings.

o

The children of sole parents and Indigenous Australians were particularly affected by their inferior housing positions. There is a
case for closer targeting of existing housing assistance programs for these groups and the development of forms of assistance
that address their particular needs.
H O U S I N G M O D E L S <$ SCHEMES

Community housing providers are expanding their housing assets through business models that include arange of housing tenures and clients.
For instance two thirds of Community Housing Limited's affordable housing stock is provided to social housing eligible applicants and one third
to low to moderate income households (as affordable housing that si let at around 74.0% of market rate). n
I 2012 St George Community
Housing Limited had 145 affordable tenancies.
Community housing providers support their tenants through programs that develop a sense of community (see Building Bridges) and
programs that set people on pathways to independence. Some programs, such as the Foyer Model, are aimed at In its recent discussion paper
on social housing the NSW Govt, acknowledged the benefit of tenant support for social housing tenants.
The West Australian Government has established Keystart, and the South Australian Government has established HomeStart, shared equity
schemes where buyers start on a low level mortgage and increase their equity as they can afford it, with the option of buying the full share.
The South Australian Housing Trust sells some of its publicly owned housing under their shared equity scheme.
Defence Housing Australia, the Federal Government's business entity that supplies housing and related services to Australian Defence Force
members and their families sells aportion of its portfolio to the market, creating housing that's relatively affordable for low income earners.
Acommunity land trust, usually aprivate non-profit organisation, si a form of shared equity, where members are owners of the organisation.
Community land trust usually hold the title to land n
i perpetuity to ensure housing on it remains n
i the affordable sphere.

B E N E F I T S O F H O U S I N G AFFORDA B I L I T Y FOR ALL
B e n e f i t s o f having a f f o r d a b l e housing d i s t r i b u t e d throughout Sydney include:
o

Providing housing f o r t h e l o c a l w o r k f o r c e , especially lower wage e a r n e r s

o

Keeping families t o g e t h e r

o

S t a b i l i t y f o r children

© C r e a t i n g m i x e d communities t h a t p r o m o t e social a n d economic opportunities b y
reducing concentrations o f disadvantage t h a t e x i s t in some social housing e s t a t e s ' *
o

M ai n ta i n i n g social a n d s u p p o r t n e t w o r k s

o

D i r e c t i n g economic b e n e f i t s t o t h e l o c a l community, such as increased j o b s a n d
income g e n e ra ti o n

® Promoting economic a n d social i n t e g r a t i o n while building community
o

Avoiding unnecessary, c o s t l y p u b l i c expenditures b y providing s t a b l e living s i t u a t i o n s
f o r homeless people a n d people w i t h special needs
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S N A P S H O T S O F S T GEORGE C O U N C I L A R E A S A N D SUTHERLAND S H I R E
The St George Sutherland ares is beginning to feel the pressures of gentrification that other inner areas (such as Msrrickville) have been
experiencing over recent years. Through gentrification ni these areas the socio-economic characteristics of the population are changing, from
less-advantaged households to more-affluent households, as inner areas become more popular with buyers and land and housing prices
increase as a consequence of increased competition.
The following socio-economic indicators show that the population and housing are changing n
i St George Sutherland. Given trends n
i similar
inner and middle ring suburbs, these trends are likely to continue and will be more evident in the 2QI8 Census. Relevant figures from the 200B
Census and 2011 Census, and other sources indicated below the table, are provided n
i the tables on the following pages. nI summary:

Population
o

Income and occupation trends remained relatively stable although there is some variation between council areas

©

Proportion n
i managerial, admin and professional category is around 50% of the workforce and slightly higher than Sydney

o

There si about the same proportions of low income households to high income households. 38% and 40% respectively, little
change n
i the five years, and again similar to Sydney

o

Unemployment is lower than for Sydney. 2.8% compared to 5.0% n
i 2DII

©

Population is projected to increase by 117,950 between 2011 and 2031 (from 465,450 o
t 583,40D)

©

Couple and children households are the largest proportion and slightly higher than Sydney (36% and 34.8% respectively). The
proportion is either stable or increasing

o

Slight increase n
i group households in some council areas - 2.7% to 3.4% n
i Hurstville. 3.1% to 3.7% ni Kogarah. This corresponds
to a similar increase n
i Sydney

o

Slight increase ni single parent households from 9.8% to 10.2%, slightly higher increase than for Sydney

Housing
©

At the 2011 Census there were 4130 social housing properties n
i the St George Sutherland area

©

As at 30 June 2014 there were 5032 social housing units (includes public housing and CHP owned housing)

o

In the twelve months to 30 June 2014.214 applicants were housed - 82 were priority

«

As at 30 June 2014 there were 2725 applicants on the housing pathways register

o

Waiting time is 1
0 years, with the exception of the five to ten year waiting time for a two bedroom dwelling in Sutherland

Q

Public housing stock fell from I3D9 to 1278 between Oecember 2012 and June 2014

Housing costs and effnrdability
o

In June 2014 only 1.2% of rentals were affordable to households on very low incomes, G.9% for low income households and 59.7%
for moderate income households

o

Corresponding figures for Sydney are 2.8% very low income, 11.3% low income and 52.7% moderate income

o

At 30 June 2014 no housing stock was affordable for very low, low or moderate income households (although affordability varie d
slightly by council for moderate income households)

o

06% of very low income households were n
i rental stress, and 79% were n
i purchase stress

o

Asignificant proportion of low and moderate income households were also n
i rent or purchase stress
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Median rants in St George Sutherland and Sydney December Quarter 2014
o

I bed flat

$370

I bed flat

460

o

2 bed flat

$440

2 bed flat

500

o

2 bed house

$450

2 bed house

400

©

3 bed house

$580

3 bed house

450

o

Rents generally increased more over the year to 31 March 2014 that they increase n
i Sydney

o

Sales prices generally increased mure over the year to SI March 2014 than that increased ni Sydney
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Tablefc Percentage of low incoma and high income households and occupation (percentage of managers, admin and professional)

Low income 2006

Low income 2Oli

Hg
i h Income 2DDG

Hg
i h Income 2011

Occupation I99B

Occupation 2001

Occupation 200B

Hurstvile

43%

44%

33%

33%

50%

49%

49%

50%

Kogarah

37%

33%

39%

39%

cn

Area

53%

53%

54%

Rockdale

43%

43%

31%

33%

44%

43%

46%

47%

Sutherland Shire

30%

32%

48%

45%

53%

52%

52%

54%

St George-Sutherland

36%

38%

40%

40%

51%

50%

51%

48%

Sydney

37%

40%

38%

39%

51%

49%

51%

47%

Table 2:2011 number and rate of unemployment
Ares

Number nf unemployed

Unemployment rate

Total Labour force

Hurstville

1.577

3.7

42.S85

Kogarah

1.001

3.2

31.505

Rockdale

2,062

3.9

52,569

Sutherland Shire

2.72B

ZQ

133.294

St George-Sutherland

7.366

2.8

2B0.053

128.165

5.0

2.540.575

Sydney

Source: labour Market Structure Branch, DEEWR. (June Quarter. 2013)
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Table 3: Main household type 2Q01 and 2D11 percentage
Couple Family
with Children
01

Couple Family
without
Children 01

One parent
family III

lone person
household O
S

Group
household 01

Couple Family
with Children
1

Couple Family
without
Children 1!

One parent
family 1

Lone person
household II

Group
household 1

Hurstville

36.9

22.4

1D.7

22.2

27

37.3

22.9

11.!

20.7

3.4

Kogarah

37.9

23.1

9.8

2D.B

3.1

38.7

23.0

10.3

19.4

3.7

Rockdale

31.5

22.5

9.9

24.D

4.1

3Z6

23.0

10.6

2Z5

4.1

Sutherland
Shire

38.2

24.8

9.3

20.6

2.5

38.0

24.9

9.7

2L0

2.4

St GeorgeSutherland

3G.2

23.5

9.8

21.6

3.1

36.7

23.9

10.2

2U

3.1

Sydney SD

34.1

221

lfl.6

21.6

3.9

34.8

2Z6

10.8

21.5;

4.1

Area

Table 4: Median rents March Quarter 2DI4 - $ per week - and annual percentage change in rents
Area

Hurstville

I bed flats

405

Kogarah

2 bed flats

2 bed houses

3 bed houses

%Change I bed flats

27

430

42D

550

440

440

588

%Change 2 bed

flats

%Change 2 bed
houses

%Change 3 bed
houses

8

1

6

5

7

9

Rockdale

420

453

440

575

0

5

14

4

Sutherland Shirs

350

430

500

603

9

2

9

4

St George-Sutherland

370

440

450

580

9

5

7

5

460'
500
Sydney SD
Source: Rent and Sales Data for March Quarter 2014

400

450

S

6

3

5
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Table 5: Median sales prices March Quarter 2D14 and annual percentage change
Median Sales Prices Hon
Strata - S'ODD

Median Sales Prices
Strata - SD
' QQ

Annual change in prices
(%) Nnn Strata

Annual change in prices
(%) Strata

Hurstville

350.000

518.000

19

6

Kogarah

1,080.250

575.000

15

17

Rockdale

92D.OOO

540.000

18

13

Sutherland Shire

860.000

547.500

16

12

St George-Sutherland

BQQQ
. OD

543.000

15

13

Sydney SD

670.000

555.000

12

il

Area

Source: Rent and Sales Data for March Quarter 2014

Table 5: Jun 20118 Jun 2D14 percentage of affordable rental stack and percentage change for low incomes
For Moderate
Incomes Jun

For Very Low
Incomes Jun

For Low
Incomes
omes Jun
J

For Moderate
Incomes
omes Jun
J

For Low
UncomesJun

2011

For Low
omes.Jun
Incomes
2011

2011

2014

2014

2014

Hurstville

1.5

12.6

64.6

1.3

7.6

Kogarah

1.1

7.7

62.5

1.5

Rockdale

1.5

10.0

65.1

Sutherland Shire

0.9

11.1

St GeorgeSutherland

1.2

Sydney SD

4.3

Area

For Very Low
omes Jun
Incomes

2011

For Low
incomes Jun
2014

% Change
for Low
Incomes

61.9

152

115

-24.3

4.8

63.6

64

42

-34.4

1.3

6.5

61.1

193

133

-31.1

59.2

1.4

7.5

56.2

296

207

-30.1

10.6

62.3

1.3

6.9

59.7

705

497

-29.5

16.3

54.2

2.8

11.9

52.7

13533

10672

-21.1
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Note: Rental affordability indices have been calculated for Very Low incomes

Table 7: December ZD1Z and June 2D14 public housing stock

Area

Hurstvile

Kogarah

Rockdale

Sutherland Shire

St George-Sutherland

Sydney

Public Housing stock Dec 2012

1.308

214

858

1.802

4,183

77,837

Public Housing stack Jun 2014

1.278

213

850

1.789

4.130

7G.G59

Table 8: Jun 2DS1 B Jun 2014 percentage of affordable purchase stock

For Very Low
Incomes Jun 01

For Low Incomes
JunOl

For Moderate
IncomesiunOl

For Very Low
SncomesJun 14

For Low Incomes
Jun 14

For Moderate
Incomes Jun 14

Hurstvilie

0.0

1.8

22.3

0.0

0.0

5.1

Kogarah

0.0

0.0

21.7

0.0

0.0

0.2

Rockdale

0.0

0.7

27.4

0.0

0.0

4.8

Sutherland Shire

0.0

0.2

15.3

0.0

0.0

St George-Sutherland

0.0

0.6

19.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

Sydney SD

0.9

9.2

35.7

0.0

0.0

0.0
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Table 3:2DI1 Census percentage of households in rental stress and purchase stress

Very Low Income
Households Rental Stress

Low Income Households
Rental Stress

Moderate Income
Households Rental Stress

Very Low income
Households Home
Purchase Stress

Low Income Households
Home Purchase Stress

Moderate Income
Households Home Purchase
Stress

Hurstville

9G

72

38

80

62

47

Kogarah

97

75

40

81

66

49

Rockdale

96

74

41

80

67

50

Sutherland Shire

97

80

48

76

63

4G

St George-Sutherland

96

76

43

79

64

48

Sydney SD

95

69

43

78

60

43

Total CRA recipients 2011

CRA recipients in Housing
Stress ZDI1

Area

Table ID: Jun 20115 Jun 2DI4 percentage of households in rental stress and purchase stress

Area

Total CRA recipients
2DDE

CRA recipients in Housing
Stress 2QDE

Hurstville

2.794

1.347

48%

3.314

I.G52

50%

Kogarah

1.866

974

52%

ZG83

1.156

55%

Rockdale

4.394

2.318

53%

4.781

2.62D

55%

Sutherland Shire

4.589

2.323

51%

5.451

2.769

51%

St George-Sutherland SSD

13.643

8.962

51%

15.571

8.163

52%

Sydney SD

174.892

80.141

46%

208.32B

99.2G5

48%
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GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Housing affordabifity is a complex, cross jurisdictional issue
A problem t h a t a f f e c t s all major capital cities in Australia
Housing and housing affordability have taken back seat a t the Federal level
The National Housing Supply Council was disbanded in 2013
The National Rental Affordable Scheme was discontinued in 2014

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Although the responsibilities and decisions of the federal Government contribute significantly to demand and supply, and D
t housing
affordability, it has withdrawn from tackling these issues. One of the first actions the Abbott Government took when elected ni 2D13 was to
abolish the National Housing Supply Council and incorporate the housing portfolio into community services (somewhat diminishing its
importance as a national economic imperative.
The Federal Government establishes immigration policy but plays no role n
i how or where the new populations will be housed. Federal taxation
policy that influences the affordability of housing includes:
D

Commonwealth Rental Assistance Scheme - that is crucial to many CHPs to continue provision of affordable housing,
undertake maintenance and provide support services

Q

The National Rental Affordability Scheme - that has, n
i part, enabled CHPs D
t leverage funds for development of affordable
housing (discontinued by the Abbott Government)

n

Capital gains tax exemption on the family home

0

Negative gearing - that can drive up the price of housing and generate competition from superannuation self-funders

The State Government also has an influence through the First Home Owners Grant and stamp duty - that C3n drive up the price of housing.
These have been much debated as to how important a role they play. Areport by the Grattan Institute, Renovating Housing Policy 2013,
concludes that while government outlays on housing policy are large and they have large effects, government objectives are unclear. The
report recommends:
°

Elimination of stamp duty and introduction of a broad-based annual property tax

0

Reform of tax incentives for property investment

D

Reform of the private rental sector
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STATE GOVERNMENT

The S t a t e Govt, r e l e a s e d 'Social Housing i n N S W : Discussion Paper' November 2 0 1 4
The Discussion P a p e r indicates t h e S t a t e wants to r e l y more on t h e p r i v a t e s e c t o r a n d
community housing p r o v i d e r s f o r social housing a n d tenant support
The W h i t e Paper indicates N S W Planning Policies w i l l address 'Housing supply a n d
a f f o r d a b i l i t y , including a f f o r d a b l e housing a n d choice'
However, no policies have been p u b l i s h e d a n d t h e r e a r e no planning mechanisms f o r
a f f o r d a b l e housing i n t h e Planning Bill 2 0 1 3
The W h i t e Paper s t a t e s ' a f f o r d a b l e housing c o n t r i b u t i o n s w i l l n o t b e p a r t o f t h e n e w
contributions s y s t e m b u t w i l l b e f u l l y i n t e g r a t e d in s t r a t e g i c planning'
However
t

housing t a r g e t s a r e n o t included i n t h e Planning B i l l 2 0 1 3

A p a r t f r o m an objective, p o l i c y a n d t w o actions t h e Sydney M e t r o S t r a t e g y does n o t
p ro v i d e a n y d e t a i l on h o w a f f o r d a b l e housing w i l l b e provided

The Discussion Paper proposes three goals and a number of 'initiatives' n
i relation to each. It si stated ni the discussion paper that the State
Government is looking for ideas on how to achieve the goals
Without strong policy action now the housing crisis in NSW will worsen, However without funding, the goals will not be achieved, and Minister
Upton has stated there will be no funding. There needs to be investment ni social and affordable housing, and this can be achieved through
divestment of public housing and mandatory affordable housing contributions so that additional state budget allocations may not be necessary.
The NSW Audit Office recommended FACS finalise three strategic documents that are considered to be complimentary. The Discussion Paper
addresses only one. Any response to the Discussion Paper will, therefore, be made without comprehensive background information. It is
understood that HNSW has prepared an asset portfolio strategy and a strategy far managing public housing estates. This information is critical
to responding to a Discussion Paper canvassing strategies that involve, or should involve, the public asset and the estates.
The Discussion Paper duplicates the work of the NSW Parliamentary Inquiry into public, social and affordable housing that was held in 2014. The
recommendations of the Select Committee Report on the Inquiry provides the information the state si now asking for, including numernus
examples of social/affordable housing models that are being implemented by not for profit non-government organisations, some of the
recommendations made to the Inquiry are:
®

Social and affordable housing targets incorporated n
i strategic plans for all metropolitan areas

G

Affordable housing contributions included as a standard instrument requirement

©

N
o further sale of public housing stock and the forced movement of tenants

o

Further divestment of public housing stock to community housing providers (CHPs)

Q

Flexible models of tenure to generate funding

o

Personal and community development programs to support tenants of social housing

o

Review of taxation incentives for housing that provide an advantage to wealthy households

o

Reinstatement of NRAS type incentives for the development of social and affordable housing

The main directions, supported by many stakeholders, are:
o

To help CHPs use assets to leverage funds and build more housing assets, and
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© To implement flexible tenure arrangements that will sustain funding for more building, maintenance and tenant support.
Many organisations, in their submission to the NSW Parliamentary Inquiry into social, public and affordable housing, supported further
divestment of public housing to CIIPs. The divestment of public housing has enabled some of the larger CHPs ni NSW to leverage funds and
undertake development projects to increase their housing asset. The National Rental Affordability Scheme and injection of funding through the
Nation Building Economic Stimulus Plan assisted n
i this process and ensures that the housing asset created remains n
i the affordable domain.
There are many other CHPs ni NSW that are being held back by not awning (or having a long term lease over) property they can leverage.
As CHPs grow they are developing business capability, tenant support programs and property maintenance capabilities that put them in the
ideal place to manage the provision of social and affordable housing. A flexible approach to tenanting is enabling some CHPs to generate an
income stream that can be invested into achieving the goals of their organisation (such as additional accommodation, better tenant support,
and regular maintenance).
Gradual handing over of direct service provision (whether through divestment, long term leasing or management arrangements) will allow the
state government to focus on policy, funding and monitoring. However, divestment or long term lease only will allow CHPs to leverage funds for
future development.
Whether there is further divestment or not it is apparent that a flexible approach to tenure is beneficial to the sustainability of social housing.
There are many examples of a flexible approach that include a mix of tenures such as social, affordable, market rent, market purchase and
shared equity purchase. These examples demonstrate that using the market, rather than relying on government funding, will be more
sustainable n
i the long run.
Development end planning
Urban consolidation and provision of major infrastructure projects (particularly rail) force up the price of urban land and contribute
significantly to the cost of housing, particularly ni inner city areas. However, there si no mention of the impact of development and planning in
the Discussion Paper.
Requiring a component of affordable housing as aproportion of the total floor space, or monetary/land contribution n
i lieu thereof, is an
effective planning mechanism for the supply of social and affordable housing. Contributions are justified because of the value uplift of land that
comes from urban reactivation, higher densities, rezoning to residential Dr mixed use, and publicly funded infrastructure such as the inner
west light rail. These circumstances generally result in the loss of affordable housing and it si considered equitable that some of this uplift in
value should contribute to the provision of the social and affordable housing lost.
Affordable housing contributions are considered appropriate across a wide section of stakeholders, such as community housing providers,
academics and councils, However, the NSW Government restricts use of these mechanisms. Affordable housing targets are widely supported
for inclusion n
i strategic planning to support affordable housing contributions.
Ratifying affordable housing contributions and affordable housing targets n
i the state's planning legislation would result in additional stock of
affordable housing that would relieve pressure on social housing and help CHPs build their portfolios of both social and affordable housing.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Council i n S y d n e y have a d v o c a t e d f o r a s t a t e wide f r a m e w o r k f o r a f f o r d a b l e h o u s i n g
through SSROC\ motion t o t h e L o c a l Government Association Conference 2 0 1 2 a n d r a i s e d
t h e issue d i r e c t l y w i t h a M i n i s t e r a t l o c a l Community Cabinet M e e t i n g
Council has advocated f o r changes t o t h e A f f o r d a b l e R e n t a l Housing SEPP
Council has r e q u e s t e d a f f o r d a b l e housing contribution provisions f o r i t s LEP
P a r r a m a t t a Council aims f o r 50% o f value u p l i f t f r o m a n y bonus f l o o r space a s a f f o r d a b l e
housing
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Waverly Council has 2 0 ( + 5 leased) a f f o r d a b l e dwellings a n d 4 0 owned (+ 1 4 in p a r t n e r s h i p
w i t h N S W G o v t . ) social housing dwellings

While the Federal and state/territory governments have clear responsibility for the wellbeing of people who ere most n
i need, and to see that
they are supported and adequately housed, the impact of decreasing affordability is often felt at alocal level.
While local government is rarely involved ni providing and managing housing, it si in aposition o
t influence the development that happens n
i the
local area, and to some extent, the resulting population. The lack of commitment n
i state planning documents has implications as to how
councils can use planning mechanisms.
Advocacy
Much of councils' role is to advocate for Federal and State policies and mechanisms addressing affordable housing, many councils have, and
will continue to, advocate for the State Government to include planning mechanisms n
i environmental planning instruments to retain and
increase the stock of affordable housing

COMMUNITY HOUSING PROVIDERS

The r o l e o f community housing p r o v i d e r s i s increasing a s the F e d e r a l assistance d e c r e a s e s
a n d s t a t e s r e v i e w t h e i r r o l e in supporting people w i t h high needs.
A b o u t 3 0 0 0 public s o c i a l housing p r o p e r t i e s have been vested i n CHPs under t h e P r o p e r t y
T r a n s f e r Program i n N S W
The C i t y W e s t Housing Corporation has developed a b o u t 5 0 0 dwellings using a f f o r d a b l e
housing c o n t r i b u t i o n s

CHPs are subject to a national regulation that monitors their business performance annually. Their performance n
i accommodation and
tenant support, and maintenance, is also monitored annually and there are penalties for non-compliance with the regulations and not meeting
required standards of service. CHPs are subject to alevel of scrutiny that has never been applied to HNSW and its predecessors. It will not be
efficient or effective if HNSW tries to duplicate the level of management and business acumen that is applied by CHPs, and the level of scrutiny
that is applied to CHPs, to its own processes.
Community housing providers (CHPs) have established as social enterprises, with aims to help their tenants develop and move on to a better
life rather than just provide them with accommodation.
Depending on the CHP and the person's situation, tenants are encouraged to feel part of a community, given counselling and health support if
appropriate, tutored in life skills and encouraged to undertake education that will lead to employment. For specific matters, such as disability
or youth homelessness, CHPs partner with specialist service providers.
The models for tenant support and development already exist, are well known amongst housing providers and specialist service providers, and
both are already implementing them. These models were described n
i extensive detail in submissions to the NSW Parliamentary I nquiry into
public, social and affordable housing.
Given the state's poor track record n
i supporting social housing tenants ni their personal development, it is not recommended they try to
duplicate what the non-government organisations are doing, and that they pass this responsibility to not for profit community housing
providers and service providers.
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The not for profits are better placed to understand their tenants' needs, and devise and deliver the programs needed to address those needs,
ni conjunction with specialist service providers (their success is evidenced ni annual reports and other monitoring undertaken n
i regard D
t the
not for profits). These programs should also be delivered to the eligible households on the waiting list so that they are 'transitioned out of
social housing' before they get into it, and thus reduce the need for social housing stock.
There are about 30 CHPs registered n
i NSW and currently operating ni NSW. The National Regulation, that si currently being implemented, will
bring all CHPs n
i Australia under a single registration system, and allow CHPs to operate ni all jurisdictions across Australia. CHPs play an
important role in the provision of social and affordable housing, and associated community development and support, under arange of
programs that includes:
o

Direct ownership

o

Properties vested from Housing NSW

o

Properties leased from Housing NSW

o

Private rental (subsidised by Housing NSW)

o

Fee for service or management agreements (of properties owned by other government or community organisations)

o

Capital and portfolio development.

Some focus on specific tenants, such as women or seniors, while others accommodate arange of households that include;
o

families

°

single people

o

young people

o

older people

>E

people with special needs

o

Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders

o

people of non-English-speaking backgrounds.

Some CHPs have developed specific programs to house homeless people, and most provide programs that support their tenants n
i addition to
providing accommodation, such as training, counselling and community development.
CHPs have previously focused on social housing, but are now expanding into affordable housing and providing accommodation for people that
are employed in low paying occupations. Community housing providers generally accommodate households off the NSW Housing Pathways and
have their own eligibility criteria for intermediate housing tenants.
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Sydney Airport
07 May 2015
Reg No.: 15/0359
Your Reference: New City Plan
Ms Rita Vella
KOGARAH CITY COUNCIL
2 Belgrave Street
Kogarah, NSW 2217

Dear Rita,

Re: PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT - KOGARAH AMENDED LEP, NEW CITY PLAN
I refer to your recent application for information on obstacles in regard to the above amended LEP.
Height Restrictions
The AMENDMENT of KOGARAH LEP, NEW CITY PLAN comprises of areas which lie within an area
defined in schedules of the Civil Aviation {Buildings Control) Regulations which limit the height of
structures to 50/150 feet (15.24/45.72 metres), dependent on the site, above existing ground height
(AEGH) without prior approval of the Civil Aviation Safety Authority.
We note on drawing Height of Building Map Sheet HOBJD06 the proposed building heights of "U" and
"V" with consideration to elevation may intrude through the Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS) and
would require assessment and a determination by the Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development.
Should the height of any temporary structure and/or equipment be greater than 50/150 feet (15.24/45.72
metres) above existing ground height (AEGH) depending on the site, would also require separate
approval in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Buildings Control) Regulations Statutory Rules 1988 No.
161.
Construction cranes may be required to operate at a height significantly higher than that of the
proposed controlled activity and consequently, may not be approved under the Airports
{Protection of Airspace) Regulations.
Sydney Airport advises that approval to operate construction equipment (ie cranes) should be obtained
prior to any commitment to construct.
Information required by Sydney Airport prior to any approval is to include:
Q

the location of any temporary structure or equipment, ie. construction cranes, planned to be used
during construction relative to Mapping Grid of Australia 1994 (MGA94);

o

the swing circle of any temporary structure/equipment used during construction;

o

the maximum height, relative to Australian Height Datum (AHD), of any temporary structure or
equipment ie. construction cranes, intended to be used in the erection of the proposed
structure/activity;

Sydney Airport Corporation limited, Central Terrace Building, 10 Arrivals Court, Locked Rag 5000, Sydney International Airport. NSW 2020 Australia
ABN 02 002 578 809 T +61 2 966'/ 9111
www.sydnoyairport.com.au

Sydney Airport
Any application for approval containing the above information, should be submitted to this Corporation
at least 35 days prior to commencement of works in accordance with the Airports (Protection of
Airspace) Regulations Statutory Rules 1996 No, 293, which now apply to this Airport.
For further information on Height Restrictions please contact myself on (02) 9667 9246.
Under Section 186 of the Airports Act 1996, it is an offence not to give information to the Airport
Operator that is relevant to a proposed "controlled activity" and is punishable by a fine of up to 50
penalty units.
In accordance with Regulation 9 of the Airports (Protection of Airspace) Regulations Statutory Rules
1996 No, 293, "a thing to be used in erecting the building, structure or thing woufd, during the erection of
the building, structure or thing, intrude into PANS OPS airspace for the Airport, cannot be approved".
Planning for Aircraft Noise and Public Safety Zones
Current planning provisions (s.117 Direction 3.5 NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979) for the assessment of aircraft noise for certain land uses are based on the Australian Noise
Exposure Forecast (ANEF). The current ANEF for which Council may use as the land use planning too)
for Sydney Airport was endorsed by Airservices in December 2012 (Sydney Airport 2033 ANEF).
Whilst there are currently no national aviation standards relating to defining public safety areas beyond
the airport boundary, it is recommended that proposed land uses which have high population densities
should be avoided.

Yours sincerely

Peter Bleasdale
Airfield Design Manager
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File Reference: 14/2256

General Manager
Kogarah City Council
Locked Bag 8
KOGARAH NSW 2217
By email: mail@kogarah.nsw.gov.au
Deal' Sir/Madam
Proposal to amend Kogarah Local Environmental Plan 2012 - New City Plan
Thank you for your letter of 27 March 2015 about the public consultation on the
Notice of Exhibition of Planning Proposal to amend the Kogarah Local
Environmental Plan (LEP) 2012. I have reviewed the exhibited documents and note
that Appendix 9 of the Planning Proposal addresses its consistency with Direction 3.5
(c) of section 117 in relation to development for residential purposes or human
occupation on land within the Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) contours
of between 20 and 25. It does not, however, consider the impacts of the proposed
height amendments on the prescribed airspace of Sydney airport.
I note that in indicating the draft LEP's compliance with section 117 Directions issued
by the NSW Minister for Planning, Council has not indicated whether it has
considered Direction 3.5 (a) and (b) (Development Near Licensed Aerodromes) with
regard to the proposed increased permissible building height to 39 metres in the B4
Mixed Use land use zone, which includes land within Sydney Airport's protected
airspace.
International standards have been adopted which define two sets of invisible surfaces
above the ground around an airport: the Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS) and the
Procedures for Air Navigational Services - Aircraft Operations (PANS-OPS). The
airspace above these surfaces form the airports 'protected airspace'. Any activity
resulting in an intrusion into an airport's protected airspace is a 'controlled activity'
under the Commonwealth Airports Act 1996 and requires approval under the Airports
(Protection of Airspace) Regulations 1996. As protected airspace commences at
51 metres AHD, it would be prudent for Council to include reference to the
requirement for approval under the Regulations in these amendments.
Additionally, I was also unable to find reference to the National Airports
Safeguarding Framework (NASF) in any of the exhibited documents.

GPO Box 594 Canberra ACT 2601 Australia ©-Telephone: 02 6274 7111 ° Facsimile: 02 6257 2505
Website: www.infrastructure.gov.au » ABN 86 267 354 017
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The aims of the NASF include the improvement of safety outcomes by ensuring
aviation safety requirements are recognised in land use planning decisions.
The NASF was developed by the National Airports Safeguarding Advisory Group
comprising representatives of relevant Commonwealth, state and territory departments
and agencies (including the Civil Aviation Safety Authority and Airsemces
Australia) and the Australian Local Government Association.
The NASF comprises guidelines for regulating and managing the risks associated
with: aircraft noise; building generated windshear at airports; wildlife strikes in the
vicinity of airports; wind turbine farms as physical obstacles to air navigation; lighting
distractions in the vicinity of airports and intrusions into the operational airspace of
airports.
In May 2012 all Australian governments agreed to implement the NASF. NSW has
subsequently advised that it will implement the NASF (except for the guideline on
noise) upon completion of its planning system review. Given this, Kogarah City
Council may wish to consider referencing the NASF in its planning documents, while
they are being reviewed.
Full details of the NASF including guidance material are available online at
https://www.infrastracture.gov.au/aviation/environmental/airport safeguarding/na$f7i
ndex.aspx
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Should you wish to discuss these
comments please contact Sue Strickland on 02 6274 6751 or at
u.
sue.strickland@infi:astructure.gov.a

Yours sincerely

Scott Stone
General Manager
Aviation Environment
Aviation and Airports
j i May 2015
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Mr Rod Logan
Director-Planning & Environmental Services
Kogarah City Council
Locked Bag 8
Kogarah N S W 2217

Corporate nnd International Affairs
25 Constitution Avenue
(GPOBOX 367)
CANBERRA ACT 2600

102 6268 4263
f 02 6268 4233
wmv.airservicesaustralia.com

OX 11118 Kogarah

ABN 59693720886

Dear Mr Logan
Notice of Exhibition of Planning Proposal t o amend Kogarah LEP 2012 - New City Plan
Thank you for your letter dated 27 March 2015 regarding the exhibition and amendment of the
above Local Environmental Plan (LEP) for the city o f Kogarah.
Depending on the specific height and location o f developments, there may be operational and/or
performance impacts for Air Traffic Management and aeronautical facilities at Sydney and
Bankstown Airports. A detailed assessment o f any likely impacts cannot be undertaken until
development plans are more advanced with precise height and location details.
Development proposals that would {if carried out) intrude into prescribed airspace are 'Controlled
Activities' regulated under the Airports (Protection of Airspace) Regulations 1996 which provide for
protection o f airspace at, and around, federally leased airports.
The regulations set out the requirement and methodology for notifying the relevant airport-operator
company o f development proposals that, if undertaken, would constitute a controlled activity. The
airport-operator company must notify Airservices Australia and other relevant authorities of
Controlled Activities seeking comment before referring proposals to the Department of
Infrastructure and Regional Development (DoIRD).
The regulations are available on the ComLaw - Federal Register of Legislative Instruments web site at:
/.
http://www.comlaw.gov.au
Airport owners are required to make available a chart of prescribed airspace around their airports.
Sydney and Bankstown Airports can provide a chart of their prescribed airspace for your reference
and assistance in determining which developments could be Controlled Activities and require
approval by DoIRD.

connecting australian aviation

Apart from Controlled Activities, other developments associated with the amended LEP may also
require assessment by Airservices if they lie within 'sensitive zones' for navigational facilities and
intrude into their restriction surfaces. Developments that may cause interference with navigational
facilities are subject to investigation by CASA or Airservices (as delegated by CASA) under the Civil
Aviation Act 1988 and may require modification or other changes to eliminate the interference.
Airservices should be notified, early in the planning cycle, of any development that may interfere
with navigational facilities to ensure any potential impacts are fully assessed and that appropriate
mitigations can be implemented prior to development approval.
I support the Planning Proposals consistency to not construct residential developments within the
Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) contours of 2 0 - 2 5 .
If you have any questions or would like to arrange a meeting to discuss these matters further, please
me on 6268 4331 or e-mail tonv.aiezza@airservicesaustraiia.co
.
m
Yours sincerely

Tony Aiezza
Aviation Relations Development Manager
29 April 2015

)

Australian Government
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* Civil Aviation Safety Authority

AIRSPACE AND AERODROME REGULATION
File Ref: GI15/344

11 May 2015
Mr Rod Logan
Director
Planning & Environmental Services
Locked Bag 8
Kogarah NSW 2217

Dear Mr Logan,
Re: Notice of Exhibition of Planning Proposal to amend Kogarah Local Environmental
Plan (LEP) 2012 - New City Plan
Thank you for your letter dated 27th of March 2015 requesting that CASA provide comment on the
proposal to amend the Kogarah LEP.
CASA has no objections to the proposal.
Kogarah City Council should ensure that it implements the National Airports Safeguarding
Framework (NASF). Information on the NASF is available through this link:
http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/environmental/airport_safeguarding/nasf/
Council should consider modifying Clause 6.5 of the LEP for consistency with NSW Planning
Model Clause 7.4 Airspace Operations.
If you have any questions, please call me on 131 757.
Yours sincerely,

DiRplMathew
Manager Aerodromes

KOGARAH CITY COUNCIL]
RECEIVED
19 MAY 2015
AUSTRALIA P O S T
DOC. No.
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Land & Housing Corporation

Tel:

Level 2, 223-239 Liverpool Road
Ashfield NSW 2131
02 8753 8000 Fax: 02 8753 8888
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Mr Rod Logan
Director - Planning & Environmental Services
Kogarah City Council
2 Belgrave Street,
Kogarah NSW 2217
Attention: Rita Vella, New City Plan

KOGARAH CITY COUNCIL
RECEIVED
2 5 JUN 2015
AUSTRALIA P O S T
Dpd; N®,

Dear Mr Logan,
Notice of Exhibition of Planning Proposal to amend Kogarah Local Environmental Plan
(LEP) 2012 - New City Plan
Thank you for your correspondence dated 27 March 2015 inviting Land and Housing
Corporation (LAHC) to make a submission on the Planning Proposal amending the Kogarah
L E P 2012. LAHC has reviewed the Planning Proposal and provides the following comments for
Council's consideration.
The NSW Land and Housing Gorporatidn (LAHC) is the owner and manager of the NSW
Government's social housing portfolio with tenant management carried out by the Department of
Family and Community Services (FACS), LAHC has recently developed an Asset Portfolio
Strategy Framework focused on building a more financially sustainable social housing system.
LAHC's Asset Portfolio Strategy Framework guides overall asset decisions; aligning
redevelopment, sales, acquisition and maintenance programs with the objective of delivering a
renewed 'fit for purpose' social housing portfolio for NSW.
LAHC is an off-budget agency arid the renewal of the social housing stock rejies on favourable
planning controls that facilitate redevelopment and allow LAHC to make the 'highest and best
use' of its property assets in appropriate settings and locations.
LAHC owns a number of landholdings within the Kogarah Local Government Area (LGA),
constituting 257 dwellings. A number of these assets are reaching the end of their life span and
require renewal; LAHC supports the Planning Proposal in principle, particularly the increase in
development potential across the LGA. Several areas of focus are outlined for consideration.
A Plan For Growing Sydney (2014) (the Metropolitan Strategy) released by the Department of
Planning & Environment has identified the need to increase housing supply to 668,000 new
dwellings across 6 subregions by 2031. The Metropolitan Strategy identifies Kogarah and
Hurstvllle as 'Strategic Centres' which will become the focus for growth, redevelopment and
renewal.
To help address the new housing target identified in A Plan for Growing Sydney, LAHC suggests
Council consider adjusting the development controls and land use zoning of the following areas.
These areas do not necessarily include LAHC assets but are suitable for increased development
potential due to the proximity to services, public transport and recreational facilities:
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® Extension of the R3 - Medium Density Residential zone south of Hurstville Station to King
Georges Road and adjustment of FSR and height controls to promote Multi-Dwelling
Housing development in this location;
e Rezoning the area between Penshurst and Mortdale Station that does not lie within the
heritage conservation area from R2 - Low Density Residential to R3 Medium Density
Residential;
© Reconsider the 0.65:1 floor space ratio (FSR) applied to areas within the walking
catchment of Hurstville Station, as this FSR may constrain the growth and development
required in a 'strategic centre'
® Consider additional FSR and 'upzoning' of land within an 800 metre walking catchment of
all railway stations.
LAHC welcomes the opportunity to discuss the issues raised in this submission for the Planning
Proposal to amend the Kogarah LEP 2012 and encourage Council to pro-actively collaborate
with LAHC with regards to housing, planning or policy issues relevant to LAHC.
Should you have any queries or comments regarding this submission, please Darren Troy,
Director - Urban Planning on (02) 8753 8520.
Yours sincerely,

Kathy Roil
General Manager, Strategy - Land and Housing Corporation
18/6/15

KOGARAIi Crr/
1 July 2015
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ROCKDALE
CITY COUNCIL

Attn: Mr Rod Logan
Director - Planning & Environmental Services
Kogarah City Council
Locked Bag 8
KOGARAH NSW 2217

On Historic lloiiiny Day

Dear Mr Logan
RE: DRAFT KOGARAH LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 - NEW CITY PLAN
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the abovementioned planning
proposal. The response is provided by Rockdale City Council in relation to the planning
proposal, following a resolution of Council on 1 July 2015.
While Rockdale City Council acknowledges that the draft Kogarah LEP 2012 - New City
Plan addresses a wide range of issues across the entire Kogarah Local Government Area
(LGA), Rockdale Council's review of the New City Plan is focused on the areas that
potentially affect the Rockdale LGA and, particularly, the Ramsgate Small Village Centre that
is shared between Rockdale and Kogarah Councils.
"

Council notes that the draft New City Plan has been informed by the Kogarah
Housing Strategy 2031, which was adopted by Kogarah City Council in July 2014,
and that the proposed changes to planning controls within the Planning Proposal
reflect some of the targets contained within that Strategy.

°

Ramsgate Small Village Centre - Rockdale Council notes that the development
standards proposed for the part of Ramsgate Centre that exists within the Kogarah
LGA will permit higher density outcomes than the part of Ramsgate Centre located
within the Rockdale LGA. The potential resultant built form in the locality should be
considered when applying the proposed development standards, given that the
Centre is located across the shared LGA boundary. Should the Draft LEP be notified
in its current form, Rockdale Council may seek to review its own development
standards within the Ramsgate Centre.

0

Ramsgate Commercial Centre Development Contributions Plan - Rockdale City
Council shares an interest in the Ramsgate Commercial Centre Development
.Contributions Plan 2006 and seeks Kogarah Council's continuing commitment to the
Plan. Rockdale Council also encourages Kogarah Council to engage with Rockdale
Council in any review of the Development Contributions Plan it may undertake.

°

Rockdale Council is conscious of the need to work collaboratively with KCC to deliver
the works outlined under the Works Schedule in this Contributions Plan, including the
delivery of any concept design and specifications contained under the Contributions
Plan. Should Kogarah Council pursue any changes to the identified Works Schedule
2 Bryant Street Rockdale NSW 2216 Australia
PO Box 21 Rockdale NSW 2216 Australia
1oi 02 9562 1666 I y/. 02 9562 1777 1bvur rcc@rockdale.nsw.gov.au
D X 25308 Rockdale www.rockdale.nsw.gov.au
ABN 66 139 730 052
S

' "'

as a result of the Planning Proposal, Rockdale Council requests that adequate
justification be provided to any amendments that are proposed to the Contributions
Plan.
No changes are suggested to the draft Kogarah Local Environmental Plan 2012 New City
Plan, as the planning proposal does not directly impact on the strategic planning outcomes
for the Rockdale LGA.
If you require any clarification over any of the matters included in this correspondence,
please do not hesitate to contact Council's Manager of Urban and Environmental Strategy,
David Dekel, on 9562 1851 or email @ro
.dekel
u
ckdale.nsw.qov.a

Y m i r e f a i t h f i illv/

Michael McCabe
A/Director City Planning and Development
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29 May 2015

Mr Paul Woods
General Manager
Kogarah City Council
Locked Bag 8
Kogarah NSW 2217

To the General Manager and Councillors,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the circulated draft changes to the Kogarah
LEP.
I have significant problems with the LEP as currently drafted, I believe the density levels
proposed along the Princes Highway corridor are too high and are a major overdevelopment
of the existing area.
The proposed changes (along the Princes Highway) will see a major increase in the size and
scale o f development and in many areas will mean large scale buildings directly behind low
density housing, ie on the same block of land.
I am also concerned that the Princes Highway corridor changes will see a major increase in
the population in a region that is a significant distance from the closest railway station. This
is particularly troubling when one considers that the Council is proposing no new
development in the area adjacent to Oatley train station - a station that has been given a
major increase in services, a proposed parking facility and lift access.
I would also urge you to consider extending the consultation and submission period beyond
May 29 (today) and hold several public meetings in order to better inform local residents
about proposed changes.

hris M i n n s - M f L - ^
/temper for Kogarah

From: Kogarah New City Plan [notincations@engagcmenthq.coin]
Sent: Thursday, 28 May 2015 11:12:55 AM
To: New City Plan
Subjcct: SKamper completed New City Plan Public Exhibition
SKamper made a submission on the 'New City Plan Public Exhibition 1 via the website.
What arc your thoughts on the New City Plan?
Submission to Kogarah City Council - Amendment to Kogarah City Local Environment Plan 2012 Re: Objection to proposed rezoning at
Beverley Park between Stubbs Street and Park Road on the Princes Highway In regards to the proposed rezoning of the aforementioned area at
Beverley Park, 1 wish to raise a number of concerns 1 have with both the proposed density and height of the zoning. Objection 1 - Inconsistent
Character: The suburb of Beverley Park is an established suburban area characterised by single and two-story free standing homes surrounding
recreational open space and a golf course. The potential development of up to 21 metres in height across the two large blocks that essentially
form a frontage onto the main road for the entire suburb of Beverley Park would completely and irreversibly change the character of the area,
overshadow existing homes, and impact on the privacy of residents. Objection 2 - Lack of amenities: The proposed rezoning and potential
development would be creating high density residences in an area not adequately serviced by existing rail services, public transport and retail
zones. Principles of good planning iti the St George area suggest that we should provide for increased development along the Illawarra Line rail
corridor. The proposed rezoning at Beverley Park is more than 1.5km from the railway corridor and shops at Kogarah. Objection 3 Demographics of area: Kogarah City Council recognises Beverley Park as one of the suburbs within the LGA as having the highest proportion
of residents aged 65 and over, as well as one of the highest populations of residents aged 85 and over. The character of the rezoning would
likely substantially alter the lifestyle of local residents, particularly for residents who have invested in the suburb to retire. Objection 4 Isolation: The proposed rezoning at Beverley Park is a significant distance from other medium and high density prccincts within the LGA and
the greater St George area, and is unlikely to be prioritised for the provision of increased services, amenities transport options and retail that
such a development would demand. Objection 5 - Traffic: The current traffic flow arrangements within the suburb of Beverley Park are already
rccognised as being difficult to deal with during the morning peak as residents exit Beverley Park onto arterial roads such as Park Road, Rocky
Point Road and the Princes Highway. Many commuters are required to turn onto busy main roads with heavy trafficflow without traffic lights
or roundabouts at many of the intersections with roads exiting Beverley Park, and this would be likely to be significantly exacerbated by the
kind of development that would be allowed for by the proposed rezoning. Recommendation: I would recommend that the height of the proposed
rezoning at Beverley Park be substantially reduced to allow for a maximum height of 12 metres and a maximum density of 1:1. This outcome
would help to alleviate all of the above issues while continuing to provide a substantial increase to housing in the area. The type of development
this rezoning might allow for, while still out of character with existing development in the area, would be significantly less intrusive on existing
residents and place far less stress on existing roads and amenities. I look forward to hearing from you following your consideration of my
objections to the proposed rezoning, and I would be happy to provide further feedback both through formal submissions and verbal testimony
before Council should it be required. Yours Sincerely Steve Kamper MP Member for Rockdale
Have you made any reportable political donations or gifts to councillors or employees or Kogarah City Council in the last two years?
No
You can also attach supporting documents to your submission
https://s3-ao-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-productionnustralia/7095el87230c5a040d93ea8d75542987509c7d59/l11e answers/files/0Q3/606/957/original/Submission to Kogarah City Council.docx?
1432775574
What is your address?
478 Princes Highway Rockdale NSW 2216
What suburb do yon reside in?
TAREN POINT, NSW
Where possible, please provide your reference number.
No Answer
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Cr Michael Piatt
Kogarah Council
Locked Bag 8
Kogarah NSW 2217
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25 June 2015

• J
Dear Cr Pfatt,

(

L-^yO-x

I am writing in regards to Kogarah City Council's draft New City Plan, particularly as
it relates to the South Hurstville area.
I believe the current Plan is wrong for the South Hurstville area.
I am particularly concerned about plans to allow high rise developments of up to 21
meters along King Georges Road, and substantial changes along Connells Point
Road.

•"*•'.•.<
.*.

I have been contacted by a large number of residents regarding this plan and
recently held a Community Meeting to discuss these matters with residents.

More than 80 people attended this Meeting to discuss the proposed changes as
outlined in the current Plan.

I am writing to express the concern of the community to Council and to ask that this
Plan does not proceed in its current form. Your advice on these matters would be
appreciated.
Yours sincerely,

•I"*.....,

Coleman MP
Federal Member for Banks
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22 Revesby Place (PO Box 564), Revesby NSW 2212 Phone 02 9771 3400 Fax 02 9773 4144
coleman.mp@aph.gov.au Web www.daviclcoleman.com.au f davidcbleman4banks * (coDavidColemanMP

Cr Michael Piatt
Kogarah Council
Locked Bag 8
Kogarah NSW 2217

25 August 2015

Dear Qr-Flatt,

Af/

I am writing in regards to Kogarah City Council's draft New City Plan, particularly as
it relates to the Blakehurst and Carlton areas.
I am concerned about plans to allow high rise developments of up to 21 meters
along King Georges Road, Blakehurst and the Princes Highway, Carlton.
I recently distributed a community survey to allow residents to express their concerns
regarding the Plan. The results of this survey indicate the community does not
support this Plan in Blakehurst or Carlton.
Of the respondents to the Blakehurst survey, 95% are concerned about the Plan. Of
the respondents to the Carlton survey 96% are concerned about the Plan.
I am writing to ask that Council takes these views into account prior to making any
decisions regarding the Plan.
Yours sincerely,

Md Coleman MP
Federal Member for Banks
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